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The development of a high-performance parallel system or application is an evolutionary process. It may begin with models or simulations, followed by an initial implementation of the program. The code is then incrementally modified, and continues to evolve throughout the applications’s lifespan. At each step, a key question for developers is: how and how much did the performance change? This question arises while comparing an implementation to models or simulations; considering versions of an implementation that use a different algorithm, communication or numeric library, or language; studying code behavior by varying number or type of processors, type of network, type of processes, input data set or work load, or scheduling algorithm; and benchmarking or regression testing. We present a design and prototype implementation of an experiment management environment designed to answer performance questions that span multiple program executions from all stages of the lifespan of an application.

We have developed a concise representation for the set of executions collected over the life of an application. In our model, information from all experiments for one application, including the components of the code executed, execution environment, and performance data collected, is gathered in the Program Space.
We developed techniques for automating comparison between measured executions. The structural difference operator determines differences in the source code and the runtime environment; the performance difference operator compares performance results and reports results that differ by more than a specified amount. We present several case studies exploring the use of these operators with large-scale parallel applications.

We also developed a novel approach to automated performance diagnosis that uses application data gathered in previous executions to guide the search for performance bottlenecks. Adding historical knowledge about an application provides a means for the tool to perform more effective diagnosis. We evaluated our technique using different versions of an MPI application on an IBM SP/2, and found reductions of 31% to 98% in the time needed to locate performance bottlenecks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The development of a high-performance parallel system or application is an evolutionary process. It may begin with models or simulations, followed by an initial implementation of the program. The code is then incrementally modified to tune its performance, and continues to evolve throughout the applications’s lifespan. At each step, the key question for developers is: *how and how much did the performance change?* This question arises while comparing an implementation to models or simulations; considering versions of an implementation that use a different algorithm, communication or numeric library, or language; studying code behavior by varying number or type of processors, type of network, type of processes, input data set or work load, or scheduling algorithm; and benchmarking or regression testing. Despite the broad utility of this type of comparison, the current generation of parallel performance tools focuses on measuring the performance of a single program execution. This dissertation describes a design and prototype implementation of a performance tool designed to answer
performance questions that span multiple program executions from all stages of the lifespan of an application.

Recent work in the more general area of scientific experiment management focuses on providing the means to record data used in or generated by experiments\[38,43,56\]. This includes a potentially distributed, large, and varying store of experimental data; descriptions of the experimental methodology; and indexing information to link the data to its source. We view performance tuning as a specialized instance of scientific experimentation, with each complete or partial application execution viewed as an experiment. This changes our definition of a performance tool from the traditional, single program execution approach to a new broader, inherently multi-execution approach. The engineers or scientists engaged in studying and improving the behavior of medium to large scale parallel scientific codes, are analogous to chemists or biologists carrying out experiments at a lab bench. Each complete or partial program run, simulation result, or program model is an experiment, analogous to the biologist’s gene-expression experiment or the chemist’s chromatography study. We have used this scientific experimentation archetype as a basis for designing an Experiment Management environment for Parallel Performance. Such an environment would be directly useful to both application and system developers, as well as creators of models and simulation environments, and represents a qualitative change from the state of the art.

In our model, information from all experiments for one application, including the components of the code executed, the execution environment, and the performance data collected, is gathered in a Program Space. Performance data of many forms may be stored in the Program Space, including scalars, tables, traces, and graphs. The Program Space also includes descriptive data, or metadata, which characterize the execution. Examples of possible types of meta-
data are environment variable settings, compiler options used to build the executable, or a description of the machine used for the run. The possible combinations of code and execution environment form the multi-dimensional Program Space, with one dimension for each axis of variation and one point for each individual experiment. The Program Space represents instances of a program selected from different points in its lifetime, during which it may be modified, ported to different architectures, tuned, or compiled with different options or using a different compiler. Program Space views serve as a user interface to the system.

An Experiment Management tool enables exploration of this space with a simple naming mechanism, a selection and query facility, and a set of visualizations. Examining the behavior of more than one version of a program, or the behavior of one version of a program in different environments, is a common task; for example, developers of libraries that will be used across a variety of platforms require a complete performance picture in which performance on a single platform is less important than the performance across all platforms.

Performance tuning across multiple executions must answer the deceptively simple question: what changed in this run of the program? A key component of this work is the ability to automatically describe the differences between two runs of a program, both the structural differences (differences in program source code and the resources used at runtime), and the performance variation (how were the resources used and how did this change from one run to the next). The difference information is not necessarily a simple measure such as total execution time, but may be a more complex measure derived from details of the program structure. The items being compared may include an analytical performance prediction, a previous execution of the code, a set of performance thresholds that the application is required to meet or exceed, or an incomplete set of data from selected intervals of an execution.
These automated comparison techniques have several potential applications: they can compare an actual execution with a predicted or desired performance measure for the application, or compare distinct time intervals of a single program execution. An example of a more complex environment in which these comparison techniques might be useful is resource allocation for metacomputing [16], the use of distributed heterogeneous computers and high-speed networks to perform scientific computation previously possible only on dedicated supercomputers. Effective resource allocation in such an environment requires knowledge of past performance on a variety of architectures and machine configurations.

1.2 Contributions

In this dissertation, we describe our solutions to several key problems that arise in constructing a complete experiment management based performance tool: First, we developed a representation for the space of executions; second, we developed techniques for quantitatively and automatically comparing two or more executions, and tested them out in a variety of performance related tasks. Finally, as further evidence of the utility of a well-organized and accessible store of application performance data, we developed and studied a new approach to automated performance diagnosis using historic performance data and dynamic instrumentation.

The first research contribution of this thesis is a concise representation for the set of executions collected over the life of an application. In our model, information from all experiments for one application, including the components of the code executed, the execution environment, and the performance data collected, is gathered in a Program Space. We refer to each experiment as a Program Event. A Program Space comprises a SpaceMap, one or more Event-
Maps, and a collection of Performance Results. The *SpaceMap* contains descriptive data that characterizes Program Events, distinguishing the various Program Events described in the same Program Space. Examples of descriptive data stored in the SpaceMap are: input data set characteristics, environment variable settings, compiler options used to build the executable, a description of the machine used for the run, code version number, or laboratory name. Each *EventMap* contains a detailed list of one Program Event’s resources, such as individual function names and machine components. It serves as an interface to the performance results, and provides a naming scheme for the potentially large collection of performance data. *Performance Results* are measured values for an execution’s behavior, for example, total CPU time for a specified function. The Program Space is designed to accommodate stored performance data of many forms, including scalars, tables, traces, and graphs.

The second research contribution is a set of techniques for automating comparison between measured executions. We developed techniques for determining the difference between two or more program runs. Difference is computed by two operators: the structural difference operator compares two EventMaps and reports resources that differ; and the performance difference operator compares two collections of performance results and reports results that differ by more than a specified amount. We implemented a prototype that computes the difference operators, and performed several case studies in which we explore their use with large-scale parallel applications.

The third contribution of this research is an investigation of the use of the historical data contained in the Program Space for improving performance diagnosis. Harvesting useful historical knowledge requires an available store of performance data gathered from one or more previous program runs. Our research explores novel opportunities for exploiting this collec-
tion of data to focus data gathering and analysis efforts to the critical sections of a large application. This approach allows a complex performance evaluation to be specified and conducted with a minimum of user intervention. We present a novel approach to automated diagnosis that uses application data gathered in previous executions to guide the search for performance bottlenecks. This method leverages off of the repetitive nature of the performance tuning process — it is rare for a parallel application to be examined with a performance tool only once. Adding historical knowledge about an application provides a means for the tool to become more effective that does not rely on assumptions about all possible applications with which it might be used.

Our starting point was an existing diagnostic research tool, the Paradyn Parallel Performance Tool [54]. Paradyn’s Performance Consultant performs online, automated bottleneck detection in a single execution of a parallel or serial program. We modified the Performance Consultant, incorporating several different types of historical knowledge about an application’s performance into the tool’s search for performance problems: pruning directives that tell the tool to ignore some resources entirely; priorities that tell the tool which aspects of the application and run-time environment to look at first; and thresholds that tell the tool specific values against which to measure the application’s actual performance. We use the directives to guide online performance diagnosis with an enhanced version of Paradyn. We evaluated our technique by testing different versions of an MPI application on the IBM SP/2, and found reductions of 31% to 98% in the time needed to locate performance bottlenecks.
1.3 Roadmap

We discuss related work in the following chapter. Chapter 3 presents the Program Space, a flexible and uniform mechanism for describing and naming selections from the space of all executions throughout the lifetime of an application. It includes a flexible canonical representation, called Resource Normal Form, for storing the variety of program performance data for which our automatic analysis techniques have been developed. We also describe our techniques for describing, representing, and comparing multiple versions and runs of a program. In Chapter 4 we present results of three case studies using an initial prototype implementation of an experiment management system. In Chapter 5 we describe the use of historical performance data in improving the diagnosis abilities of Paradyn’s Performance Consultant. We summarize our results and discuss future research directions in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter we discuss the array of research efforts most closely related to this dissertation. In Section 2.1 we examine parallel performance tools. In Section 2.2 we survey approaches for automating parallel performance diagnosis. In Section 2.3 we discuss scientific experiment management. Section 2.4 surveys work that involves comparing different program versions. We summarize in Section 2.5.

2.1 Parallel Performance Tuning

Performance tuning is a cyclic process that involves repeating a series of steps until acceptable application performance is achieved: (1) formulate one or more hypotheses about application behavior; (2) gather data to support or dismiss each hypothesis; (3) analyze that data (by direct inspection, analytical techniques, or some combination); and (4) change the code or the environment experimentally based on these hypotheses. Parallel applications may be tuned many times, for example when ported to a new platform or after code revision. We can categorize performance tool research efforts by identifying the particular steps (1)-(4) the tool is designed to accomplish or guide. For the most part, performance tools are rather narrowly
defined as a mechanism for gathering data (step 2) or as an aide to a human formulating hypotheses about an application’s behavior (step 1) during a single observed program run [27,54,55,61,69,77,80]. In this common approach, much of the work is done manually by a knowledgable expert conducting the tuning study, frequently with the use of visualization tools [27,41,51,73]. Recently, research has focused on automating the diagnostic process (steps 1, 2, and 3) [20,28,45,50,70]. Several projects [30,25,44,49] are attempting to redefine performance tuning as an interactive run-time activity that may perform steering adjustments or debugging fixes as the application runs (step 4). Completing the spectrum, there is current research focused on complete automation of all four steps, by a tool that includes performance measurement, analysis, and code or environment adjustments to improve performance [66].

There is also research into self-tuning applications that include code to trigger changes based on measured performance values, either as a prelude to a full execution [75] or online as the application is running [31].

The tools detailed above address single iterations of one or more steps in the tuning process. Our approach is to provide a framework that can incorporate existing techniques for each step of the performance tuning cycle, and extend the scope to include repeated iterations. Hondroudakis and Procter [33,34] have proposed the term “tuning in the large” to refer to this complete process of tuning, as opposed to a single instance of running a performance tool with one iteration of a program. Their recent survey of high performance computing professionals cited the need for maintaining performance related information from tuning sessions. They proposed storing tuning information in a generally accessible database so that techniques used in tuning similar applications might be tried by others.
2.2 Automating Parallel Performance Diagnosis

A variety of research projects address the issues in automating the diagnosis of parallel programs. Some of this work is limited to proposed designs and architectures for tools that might automate the process; however there have been several tools implemented that at least partially automate the diagnostic portion of the tuning task. In this section, we survey these tools.

Cray developed two tools that provide automated diagnosis of performance bottlenecks. ATExpert [45] uses an expert system to analyze performance data gathered from their Autotasking Fortran compiling environment. Performance characteristics were matched to the source and to a set of performance rules, and the results were used to generate specific advice for the programmer tuning the code. Cray’s MPP Apprentice [77] also generates diagnostic feedback and advice for the programmer, necessarily more general (and therefore providing less direct guidance to the programmer) than that of ATExpert because Apprentice is not closely tied to a parallelizing compiler. Both of these are post-mortem tools, that is, they generate some performance measurements during the application’s execution and perform an analysis after execution has completed.

S-Check [50,71], a tool developed at NIST, uses a partially automated approach to diagnose performance-critical parts of large-scale applications. The tool uses artificially introduced delays together with the statistical technique known as Design of Experiments or DEX [4] to focus attention on synchronization points that are the cause or potential cause of performance bottlenecks. In their approach, called Synthetic-Perturbation Screening, parts of the experimental setup, such as narrowing down potentially fruitful locations to test, are done manually through a GUI. The tool provides a single metric, sensitivity to artificially introduced delays.
The relationship to our experiment management system is that our system might implement S-Check functionality as one of the types of experimentation.

Chitra [2,52] provides descriptions of the performance of multiple executions in the form of parameterized models using semi-Markov chains and CHAID-based models. The calculation uses data from summarized trace files. Aggregation, filtering, and reduction of model parameters provide visual feedback to the tool user that focuses attention to potential problem areas. This is one of the few multiple-execution performance tools.

Paradyn’s Performance Consultant [54] performs an automated search through an application, inserting and removing instrumentation as it tests hypotheses to focus the programmers attention on a small set of performance bottlenecks. It is a completely automated, single button system that requires no user interaction to complete a diagnosis. We chose the Performance Consultant as the testbed for our technique of incorporating historical knowledge in diagnosis, described in Chapter 5.

The Projections:Expert project [70] developed partially automated performance diagnosis capabilities, via an automated postmortem analysis. The tool was developed for parallel programs written in the Charm object-oriented programming language. It narrows down the list of performance problems found by estimating the reduction in execution time that would result from removing each bottleneck, and outputs a phase-specific list of bottlenecks including location and cause.

Several architectures have been proposed for a tool to perform automated diagnosis. The Poirot project [28] proposed an architecture for a tool to automatically diagnose parallel applications across a range of platforms. The project ended before a prototype was developed; however the work contributed an analysis of existing diagnostic approaches and an approach
to constructing a more general tool to include the methods found in several different tools. Their design included a store of application version data. The approach combines a tool interface and problem-solving environment within a knowledge-based system. Our approach differs in choosing as its foundation a scientific experiment management environment, and in addressing the inherent multi-execution nature of performance diagnosis.

KOJAK [20] (Kit for Objective Judgement and Automatic Knowledge-based detection of bottlenecks) is a proposed generic automatic performance analysis environment currently under development. This work builds on Gerndt’s earlier work [19] that also described a design for an automated analysis tool, but was never implemented. The work is in early stages; a first component, a programmable tool for event trace analysis of message passing programs called EARL [78], has been implemented. Each specific type of analysis is implemented as a TCL script. They demonstrated scripts that calculate the execution time for each program region, locate out-of-order message-passing, and determine synchronization delays incurred by issuing an MPI_recv before issuing an MPI_send. New scripts may be added to target the tool to specific needs.

During the course of our work on using historical data in automated performance diagnosis, a multi-organization effort has started in Europe, the Esprit IV Working Group on Automatic Performance Analysis: Resources and Tools (APART). This project is focusing increased attention to the potential benefits of automating part or all of the currently time-consuming and difficult diagnostic process. The project is currently focused on defining the goals of performance analysis [67], and the types of bottlenecks typical to parallel codes written with OpenMP, MPI, or HPF [13]. The overall objective is a tool that will be used for completely automated performance diagnosis on a variety of common platforms. Such a tool will require
some of the same infrastructure that we have been developing for our Experiment Management system, such as a representation for program resources. As members of the group, we are actively engaged in sharing our results and participating in their design. In contrast to the stated goals of the working group, we have not focused on developing an inclusive set of bottlenecks \textit{per se}, rather we have focused on the effects of adding historical knowledge given some existing mechanism for locating bottlenecks.

2.3 Scientific Experiment Management

A variety of ongoing research efforts are attempting to provide flexible computer support for scientific experimentation. This work can be categorized by the part of the scientific experimentation process addressed: Some work focuses on support for the individual scientist in the lab or office, while other work focuses on techniques for the organization, storage and access for a large central data store to be accessed by a large number of distributed scientists.

Work on support for large-scale scientific data stores includes the DataFoundry project at LLNL\cite{15}. Researchers are developing solutions for storing large collections of scientific data that includes the use of metadata, summary information that characterizes the much larger full set of stored data. The Extensible Computational Chemistry Environment (ECCE) project at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory \cite{43} includes design and implementation of an Experiment Management system for computational chemists. The project includes a focus on scientific metadata, and attempts to provide a central store in which scientists record experimental methods as well as the (raw) input and output data. They use an object-oriented database system as the underlying storage engine. Their Basis Set Advisor stores information on different
algorithms that have been used to calculate chemical results, and performs an automated “best
fit” selection for chemists trying to solve related problems.

Ioannidis and Livny describe scientific experimentation and identify unmet technological
opportunities [37]. Their desktop experiment management system, called ZOO[39,38], is a
proposed solution for the needs of an individual scientist’s desktop. The researchers define a
life cycle of local experimental studies, which iterates through experimental design, data col-
lection, intialization request, data analysis, and follow-up. They point to the significant and
expanded role that conceptual schemas must play in providing the rich set of data services
needed for scientific experiment support. They elevate the role of schemas, so that they can be
manipulated by the user for forming queries or used to display query answers. They chose an
object-oriented data model for their database, which sets them apart from other major experi-
ment management efforts[76]. While there is some overlap in functionality between this
project and ECCE, ECCE focuses on issues related to serving as a national repository whereas
ZOO focuses more on the process happening locally as a single scientist works. We discuss
the potential for using the ZOO system in our work in more detail in Section 3.5.

The other main branch of experiment-related research falls under the heading of electronic
notebooks. An Electronic Notebook System is “a system to create, store, retrieve and share
fully electronic records in ways that meet all legal, regulatory, technical and scientific require-
ments” [7]. The goal of completely replacing scientists notebooks entails development of sig-
nature, verification, and security features to allow use of such data as evidence, as is currently
possible with paper notebooks. The DOE 2000 Electronic Notebook Project [18] has devel-
oped electronic notebooks currently in use in a variety of sites, that enable sharing of hetero-
geneous data among geographically dispersed collaborators. They have focused on a simple
notebook interface through web browsers, and handling non-text data such as sketches. They are developing a general-purpose information sharing utility, as opposed to our work which is targeted specifically to parallel performance tuning. However, a notebook-like approach is one possibility for an eventual GUI to our system.

2.4 Comparing Program Versions and Runs

Several research efforts have developed approaches for comparing different programs and program executions. In this section, we briefly survey approaches that might be incorporated into our structural and behavioral comparison operators.

The most closely related research effort to our own takes a multi-execution approach to correctness debugging, referred to as “relative debugging.” GUARD [72] compares the program currently being debugged with a reference version of the same program, to detect differences in variable values at user-defined points during the execution. Comparisons are made of simple or complex data types; the programs compared may be written in different languages or run across heterogeneous environments. Program comparison is limited to user-defined <variable name, location> pairs. They have defined difference operators for simple and complex data types that can compare complex structures and factor out machine dependent data representations. The difference operation determines only “different” or “equal”; there is no notion of quantifying the difference. This approach, while useful in a correctness debugging environment, is not sufficient for performance debugging.

Comparison of programs is inherent to the performance prediction problem. We seek to include performance predictions and models in the scope of our tuning approach by broadening our definition of Program Execution to include models and predictions. Some examples of
predictive tools are the MK Toolkit [3] and MTOOL [21]. The MK Toolkit developed by Block and Sarukkai automates the predictive analysis task. They compare actual versus predicted total execution time. Their work does not include any effort to compare results across platforms, environments, or code changes. MTOOL includes a metric that compares observed and predicted execution times at the granularity of individual basic blocks. Their approach, useful only for memory tuning, defines the difference between predicted and observed execution time as a memory bottleneck.

A different approach to comparing program executions is found in the trace transformation approach to performance prediction of Mendes [53]. They represent a parallel program by a directed graph in which each node represents a trace event and each edge defines a happens-before relation as defined by Lamport[47]. A stable program is defined as a program for which the resulting execution graphs will always be identical or nearly identical. Similarity $s$ between two graphs is defined as the degree of the largest isomorphic graphs that are induced subgraphs of each of the two original graphs. The distance $d$ between the graphs is defined as $d = n - s$, where $n$ is the number of vertices of each of the original graphs (so if the two original graphs are isomorphic, $d = 0$). This is a different approach from our method of comparing first structural, then quantitative differences.

Two program similarity metrics are described in work by Saavedra and Smith [68]; they developed a machine-independent model of sequential program execution to characterize both machine performance and program execution. They developed a benchmark that consists of abstract operations, and model the code on each platform based on the number of each type of abstract operator included in the code. They use two metrics for program similarity: program characteristic similarity, which is a normalized squared Euclidean distance; and execution
time similarity, which uses a coefficient of variation of each variable, which represents time for a particular abstract operation. They defined thirteen parameters to be used in calculating program similarity, which are types of operations such as memory bandwidth and single precision addition and division. Their approach might be extended to develop a program-level performance distance metric for use in our experiment management system.

The Wisconsin Program Slicing Project at UW-Madison [35] has investigated methods for determining syntactic and semantic differences between two versions of a sequential source code. Foundational work [57,74] defined “the slice of a program with respect to a given component c” as the set of program components that might affect the values of the variables used at component c. Horwitz [36] described an alternative partitioning algorithm with the goal of identifying changed parts of a sequential pascal program from an old version to a new version, and classifying the changes as either semantic or textual. The difference between two code versions is defined as the number of semantically or textually changed components of the new version plus the number of new flow or control dependence edges in the graph representation of the new version. Wang [81] developed a comparison algorithm that detects syntactic differences between two sequential Pascal program versions by constructing and comparing a variant of their parse trees. The results are visualized using a simple textual side-by-side display of the two versions with differences color coded. Reps [64] investigated program integration, or merging different versions of a pascal program in a semantically acceptable way. The Slicing Project’s work focuses on precise characterization and identification of the differences between two program versions. An interesting possibility for future research is to incorporate program slicing techniques into our tool as a means of performing a more precise structural difference of the code hierarchies.
Several research efforts have examined methods for using visualization of performance data to compare different versions of programs. Ribler et al at Virginia [65] have developed alternative methods for visualizing categorical trace data, including recent work on simultaneously visualizing multiple traces. IPS-2 [40] allowed visualization of data from different runs, matching them by normalizing to total execution time. Our previous work combined Paradyn and Devise [42] to enable side-by-side, linked visualization of data from multiple executions of a parallel application. Open problems remain, for example in matching phases of the program across two runs of different execution time.

The problem of mapping resources between different program versions is similar to the problem of mapping resource requirements to resources available. This problem has received recent attention because of the advent of metacomputing environments [10, 16, 23]. In such environments, mapping is used to fit a specified job request onto the available resources. Work by Brune et al at Paderborn Center for Parallel Computing [5,6,17] describes a language and API for Resource and Service Description (RSD). Their goal is to provide a cross-platform mechanism for specifying a resource request and for returning information about a machine platform, appropriate for use in a metacomputing environment. Gehring presents an algorithm for generating formal descriptions of the dynamic execution behavior of distributed programs, with the goal of using these in schedules, load balancers, or routing systems. The Resource and Service Description project has the goal of allowing resources and services to be specified for complex heterogeneous computing systems and metacomputing environments. This description language is designed to specify resources for both provider and requestor.

The classad matchmaking framework used for Condor [60] uses a semistructured data model to represent both potentially available resources and resource requests. (The term semi-
structured data refers to data that has some structure, but for which the structure is not as explicitly defined as in relational databases; one example is the data contained in BibTex files[1].) The classad task is complex because, in addition to resource attributes, there are constraints that must be met for a match to be made. These constraints represent a variety of conditions such as “only people in my research group can use my machine,” and they are independently specified by different parties with different goals.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter we have reviewed the state of the art in research areas related to our work: parallel performance tools, experiment management systems, and techniques for comparing program versions or executions. Viewing Parallel Performance Tuning as a specialized instance of scientific experiment management is a novel approach that has not previously been investigated. Similarly, creating an adaptive parallel performance tool that changes its approach based on historical application performance data has not been previously suggested or implemented.
Chapter 3

The Program Space

The Program Space is a representation for a collection of performance results and the various program versions, runs, and runtime environments to which they refer. The Program Space provides the functionality needed to name, store, and retrieve a large collection of data pertaining to an application’s structure and behavior. It is directly useful to a developer studying an application’s behavior, as a means of organizing and navigating a potentially large amount of data. Also, it can be incorporated into performance tools to allow past performance to be included in conclusions about current performance. At the topmost level, the Program Space provides a way to describe program executions that allows us to distinguish between different runs and versions of an application. At a fine-grained level, it provides a detailed description of each individual program run that allows us to refer to specific sub parts for which we have data. Finally, it provides a representation for the collected performance data.

In creating the Program Space we were motivated by the following design goals:

• to provide an intuitive user interface that highlights differences in application behavior between program runs, and helps relate them to differences in code and environment;
• to provide a uniform naming mechanism and interface for performance data that can accommodate a large quantity of heterogeneous, incomplete, and distributed data, and that can be used by a variety of visualization and data exploration tools;

• to address the dynamic nature of the data (new program runs and new types of performance results will be added over time);

• to allow an efficient and practical implementation to be built on top of commonly available database management systems;

• to provide answers to common performance related questions that cannot be addressed by tools that incorporate only a single program run. Such questions include: What is the scaling behavior of my code? How do the results I just gathered compare to other platforms? Did the performance of this function improve when we compiled with optimization, and if so, by how much? Are the performance requirements being met? What’s the highest amount of I/O waiting time seen in a run on more than 16 nodes? How accurate was my predictive model?

To address these goals we developed the Program Space. The Program Space contains data describing a collection of one or more Program Events. A Program Event is an individual complete or partial run of a program, simulation, or predictive model. Although there may be any number of Program Events represented in the space, all Program Events are from a related group of code versions (as defined by the user). We do not combine unrelated programs in one Program Space. The Program Events represented in one Program Space may be different repeated runs with identical parameters, or they may be runs performed using modified source code, different input data sets, or different platforms.
A Program Space comprises a SpaceMap, one or more EventMaps, and a collection of Performance Results. The SpaceMap contains descriptive data that characterizes Program Events, distinguishing the various Program Events described in the same Program Space. Examples of descriptive data stored in the SpaceMap are: input data set characteristics, platform description, code version number, or laboratory name. Each EventMap contains a detailed list of one Program Event’s resources, such as individual function names and machine components. It serves as an interface to the performance results, and provides a naming scheme for the potentially large collection of performance data. Performance Results are measured values for an execution’s behavior, for example, total CPU time for a specified function.

From one point of view, the SpaceMap and EventMap each contain different classes of information collected from different sources. From another view, they represent a unified body of attributes over which we can query (see Section 3.4.6).

We examine each of the three components of the Program Space — the SpaceMap, the EventMap, and the Performance Results — in more detail in the next three sections. In Section 3.4 we describe retrieving information from the Program Space, in Section 3.5 we discuss implementation considerations, and in Section 3.6 we present a chapter summary.

3.1 The SpaceMap

The SpaceMap is an organized collection of metadata: descriptive data that characterizes a collection of one or more Program Events. Examples are input data set characteristics, platform description, code version number, algorithm name, compiler options used, or laboratory name. Information useful in distinguishing a particular Program Event within the entire collection is considered metadata in this context. The list of attributes that serve as semantically
meaningful metadata varies for different applications. For this reason, we do not require any particular attributes, or limit the total number of attributes. The only restriction on the SpaceMap is that each execution must be uniquely specifiable by selecting some combination of attribute values. This property is not restrictive in practice, since it may be enforced by adding the attribute “EID” and assigning a unique identifier as the value for each Program Event.

Each attribute stored in the SpaceMap labels one axis in the Program Space. The possible attribute values translate into coordinates in the resulting multi-dimensional space defined by these axes. Each execution is therefore one point in the space, with coordinates determined by its specific attribute values.

We illustrate this concept of a multi-dimensional space with a simple example. The Program Space pictured in Figure 1 contains data from four Program Events with the following attributes and values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EID</th>
<th>PLATFORMSIZE</th>
<th>INPUTDATA</th>
<th>CODE VERSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>newSolver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>original</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first column shown contains the EID. Conceptually, if we zoom in on one particular point of the Program Space, we find an EventMap and Performance Results pertaining to a single Program Event.

Our characterization of the complete set of application data as a multi-dimensional space allows us to apply multi-dimensional database techniques such as the data cube operator to
efficiently perform queries over the Program Space. The functionality of the data cube opera-
tor [22] allows efficient aggregation operators over an N-dimensional space.

In this simplified example, we have used simple types for attribute values: integer, character,
and character string. However, in practice, values can be more complex user-defined or aggre-
gate types. For example, rather than the simple identifiers A and B used in this example for
inputData, we might describe the input data set used with a string name plus a description of
the input consisting of the size of a grid being represented, the name of the data source, and
the start time in seconds, plus the name of the file in which the actual input data set is located.
In a heterogeneous environment, attribute “platformSize;” shown here as an integer, might
instead be represented with a list of processor types and counts.

The SpaceMap serves as an interface to the data contained in the Program Space. Navigating
the SpaceMap allows the user to visualize and query the Program Space, both its structure and
its contents. Selecting a valid combination of values from the SpaceMap corresponds to
selecting one or more Program Events with data stored in the Program Space. The result of
such a selection is an EventMap display showing details of either a single program execution
or a collection of executions, depending upon how many of the stored executions match the
specification selected. We discuss extracting information from the Program Space in more
detail in Section 3.4 and underlying implementation issues in Section 3.5.

3.2 The EventMap

The EventMap contains structural information about a Program Event gathered from com-
pile- and execution-time information. As described in the previous section, the SpaceMap rep-
resents the experiment metadata. The EventMap, on the other hand, represents the
components of a program execution: the program’s structure and execution environment. A Program Space contains one EventMap for each Program Event it describes. It represents the program structure and serves as an index to the Performance results. As new Program Events are added to the Program Space, new EventMaps are created, adding data for one Program Event at each step. Definitions related to the EventMap are listed in Figure 2.

We organize the program resources into classes according to the aspect of the application they represent, and structure each class as a tree, called a resource hierarchy (similar to the
representation used in Paradyn [54]). Possible program resources include the program code, application processes, machine nodes, synchronization points, data structures, and files. Each class of resources provides a unique view of the application. For example, a Code hierarchy provides a source code based view of the application, while a Machine hierarchy provides a view of the application runtime environment.

Definition 1. An EventMap, \( E \), is a forest composed of zero or more unique resource hierarchies:
\[
\text{EventMap } E = \{ R_0, R_1, \ldots, R_n \}.
\]

Definition 2. A resource hierarchy \( R \) is a tree of the form
\[
R = (r, T)
\]
where \( r \) is a resource and \( T \) is the set of all children of \( r \) in the resource hierarchy:
\[
T = \{ (r_0, T_{0}), (r_1, T_{1}), \ldots, (r_m, T_m) \}.
\]

Definition 3. A resource \( r \) is a pair
\[
r = (l, X)
\]
where \( l \) is the resource label and \( X \in \{ e_0, e_1, \ldots e_i \} \), a set of unique event identifiers.

Figure 2: Definitions related to the EventMap.

A resource hierarchy is a collection of related program resources. The root node of each resource hierarchy represents the complete program execution and therefore we label it with the name of the entire resource hierarchy. Each descendant of the root node represents a particular program resource within that view. As we move down from the root node, each level of the hierarchy represents a finer-grained description of the program. For example, a code hierarchy might have one level for nodes that represent modules, below that a level with function nodes, and below that a level for loops or basic block nodes.

In the resource hierarchy of Figure 3, the root level (level 0) is the program-level view of an application, which represents the behavior of the whole program. Level one is the module-
level view of the source code, and level two is its function-level view. Each level of a
resource hierarchy is a set of resources, and each level above the leaf level is a partition of the
set of nodes in the next lower level. For example, the module level of Figure 3, which contains
testutil.C, main.C, and vect.C, is a partition of the set of all leaf nodes. We specify a particular
level of a hierarchy using a superscript notation: \( R^1 \) refers to level one (the children of the
root node) of resource hierarchy zero. The Code hierarchy in Figure 3 shows the set of func-
tions partitioned into modules:

\[
R^0 = \{\text{Code}\}
\]

\[
R^1 = \{\text{testutil.C, main.C, vect.C}\}
\]

\[
R^2 = \{\text{printstatus, verifyA, verifyB, main, vect::addel, vect::findel, vect::print}\}.
\]

Figure 4 shows a sample EventMap for a parallel application called Tester. The EventMap is
the set \{Code, Machine, Process\}. The Code hierarchy contains nodes that represent the pro-
gram’s modules and functions; the Machine hierarchy contains one node for each CPU on which Tester executed; and the Process hierarchy contains one node for each process. The resources and hierarchies shown here follow the pattern of Paradyn data, though we can easily incorporate data from other environments. For example, it may be natural to have process resources as children of machine resources.

Each resource is a representation of a logical or physical component of a program execution. A single resource might be used to represent a particular aspect of the program or the environment in which it executes: a process, a function, a CPU, or a variable. In Figure 4, the leaf node labeled “verifyA” represents the resource “function verifyA in module testutil.C.” The semantic meaning attached to a particular resource is relevant only to the tool user and does not affect the model functionality; however, a program execution component must be uniquely represented by a single resource. Each internal node of a resource hierarchy tree represents a set of one or more resources; for example, testutil.C is a single resource that represents the aggregation of the set \{printstatus, verifyA, verifyB\}, and we define a measurement of CPU time for testutil.C as the sum of CPU time for printstatus, verifyA, and verifyB.

A resource name is formed by concatenating the labels along the unique path within the resource hierarchy from the root to the node representing the resource. For example, the resource name that represents function verifyA (shaded) in Figure 4 is `</Code/testutil.C/verifyA>`.

3.3 Performance Results

Each performance datum collected during a program execution is stored in the Program Space as a tuple in the form \([e, m, f, t, r]\), where:
• $e$ is a unique Program Event identifier or \textit{EID};

• $m$ is the name of the \textit{metric}, which is a measurable execution characteristic, such as CPU time;

• $f$ is the \textit{focus}, a constraint specification that narrows the scope of the data to a particular part of the application, such as one function;

• $t$ is the \textit{time interval}, which specifies the time during an execution the data was collected; and

• $r$ is the \textit{performance result}, which may be a scalar or more complex object. Each performance result is uniquely identified by the EID, metric, focus, and time interval, and is represented $\text{PR}(e, m, f, t)$. The collection of performance results may be heterogeneous, and results for even a single program execution may include different types of data such
as time series and traces. In practice there is rarely a complete set of Performance Results, so PR may be $\emptyset$ (null) for some valid combinations of $e$, $m$, $f$, and $t$.

We want our system to be extensible in the types of performance results that it may include. For this reason, we allow new types of performance results to be added, with access methods serving as a uniform interface.

### 3.3.1 The Focus

For a particular performance measurement, we need the ability to specify the particular parts of a program to which it applies. For example, we may be interested in measuring CPU time as the total for an entire program run, or as the total for a single function. We constrain our view of the program to a selected part with a focus (see Figure 5). A focus is a selection of resources from an EventMap that follows certain restrictive rules. Selecting the root node of a resource hierarchy represents the unconstrained view, the whole program. Selecting any other node narrows the view to include only those leaf nodes that are descendents of the selected node. For example, the shaded nodes in Figure 4 represent the constraint: functions $\text{verifyA}$ and $\text{verifyB}$ of process $\text{Tester:2}$ running on any CPU. Between hierarchies, a focus defines the state where the condition selected in each hierarchy is true at the same time. For example, selecting machine_1 and function_foo results in narrowing the scope to data pertaining to function_foo only as it ran on machine_1.

Because our naming of performance results is based on the EventMap’s resource hierarchies, we call the naming scheme resource normal form. We convert a selected set of resource nodes to resource normal form by concatenating the selections from each resource hierarchy. For example, the shaded selection of Figure 4 is represented as:
Definition 4. A focus $F$ is formed by selecting one resource node from each of the resource hierarchies in an EventMap:

$$\{ r_1 \in R^1, r_2 \in R^2, r_3 \in R^3, \ldots, r_n \in R^n \}$$

where $j_x$ is a level of resource hierarchy $R_x$ and $n$ is the total number of resource hierarchies. The nodes selected may be in different levels of the different hierarchies. $\square$

3.4 Retrieving Information from the Program Space

Once we have populated a Program Space with data from a collection of Program Events, we can view and extract that data in a variety of ways. Here we discuss some basic queries and a few specialized operators: structural difference, discrete distance, and performance difference. Querying and viewing data from more than one execution can take the form of asking the same question of more than one execution and comparing the answers. One of the features of the Program Space structure is that it also allows us to ask questions that are inherently multi-execution. We defer a discussion of implementation of the underlying storage and query facility to Section 3.5.

3.4.1 Choosing Program Events Using the SpaceMap

First we consider questions asked by making selections over the collection of attributes and values in the SpaceMap. Queries over this metadata are made by selecting one or more particular attribute values from the SpaceMap. The result is in the form of a filter over the Event-
Map that screens out all but the Program Events with the selected values. In our example of Figure 1, selecting “Platform=8, InputData=A, CodeVersion=newSolver” yields an EventMap representing a single Program Event, Program Event 1, whereas selecting “Platform=8” yields an EventMap representing Program Events 1, 3, and 4. Note that there may be more than one selection for a given result, for example, Program Event 1 is also the result of selecting “CodeVersion=newSolver.”

Questions of the form “How do these results compare to other platforms?” are asked by specifying the different platforms, including the most recent, from the SpaceMap, then specifying the particular metrics you want to compare.

### 3.4.2 Combining EventMaps with the Structural Merge Operator

If a selection made from the SpaceMap refers to more than one Program Event, the answer is computed by merging two or more EventMaps to form a single representation for the multiple Program Events. We combine two or more EventMaps with the **Structural Merge Operator (+)**. The result is a single, merged EventMap that represents two or more distinct program executions.

To calculate the structural merge of two EventMaps, $E_1 + E_2$, we compare the two sets of resource hierarchies in a top-down manner. First we isolate those resource hierarchies that are members of both program executions by matching up common pairs of root nodes. For each such pair, we do a level by level comparison of the two resource hierarchies, continuing in a top down manner following the rule: if two resource hierarchy nodes match, we merge them into one node in the result, then check the children of the two nodes, until either the leaf nodes have been examined or we fail to find a match for a node. When a node without a match is
identified at any level of the hierarchy, the entire subtree rooted at the node is added to the result and labeled with the execution’s label. Applying the structural merge operator to two EventMaps yields a single EventMap. This result contains all resources from the original two EventMaps, so the structural merge operation works as a hierarchical set union operation. Some or all of the resources in the result EventMap are merged resources and represent resources found in multiple executions.

\[
+ (\text{EventMap } E_1, E_2) \text{ returns EventMap}
\]

1. \( E \leftarrow \{ \} \)
2. \( \forall (r_i, T_i) \in E_1 \)
3. \( \text{if } \exists (r_j, T_j) \in E_2, \text{ s.t. match } (r_i, r_j) \text{ then} \)
4. \( E \leftarrow E \cup \{ r_i + r_j, T_i + T_j \} \)
5. \( E_2 \leftarrow E_2 - (r_j, T_j) \)
6. \( \text{else } E \leftarrow E \cup \{(r_i, T_i)\} \)
7. \( E \leftarrow E \cup E_2 \)
8. \( \text{return } E \)

**Figure 6: Algorithm to find the Structural Merge of two EventMaps, \( E_1 + E_2 \)**

The *Structural Merge Operator*, +, takes two EventMaps as operands and yields an EventMap. Figure 6 shows the algorithm for the structural merge operator, which forms \( E = E_1 + E_2 \) given two EventMaps \( E_1 = \{(r_0, T_0), (r_1, T_1), \ldots, (r_n, T_n)\} \) and \( E_2 = \{(r_0, T_0), (r_1, T_1), \ldots, (r_m, T_m)\} \). Note that it is not required that \( n = m \). We define a merge operator + for individual resources in Figure 7. The comparison function used to determine if two resources match may be defined for each resource hierarchy, and therefore may use attributes that are unique to a particular hierarchy, as well as common attributes. As an example, we show a simple match function in Figure 8. This match function uses resource string labels as the basis for determining resource difference. We discuss resource matching further in Section 3.4.5.
The structural merge operation has the following properties:

- **commutativity**: $E_1 + E_2 = E_2 + E_1$

- **associativity**: $(E_1 + E_2) + E_3 = E_1 + (E_2 + E_3)$

- **idempotency**: $E_1 + E_1 = E_1$

It can be applied iteratively to build up a single EventMap that contains all of the resources for any number of distinct Program Events.

Figure 9 shows an application of the structural merge operator to two EventMaps $E_1$ and $E_2$. The top set of resource hierarchies describes execution $E_1$, and the middle set describes $E_2$. The bottom of the figure shows the result. Resources common to both executions are lightly shaded; `<Code>` and `<Code/Module2>` are examples of such resources. Resources unique to $E_1$ or $E_2$ are drawn darkly shaded or clear respectively; for example, `<Code/Module2/Bar>` is unique to $E_1$ and `<Code/Module2/Car>` is unique to $E_2$. Note the results for the Semaphores and Messages hierarchies: although both have children labeled “one” and “two”, we do not
want to merge these nodes; because the root nodes are different the Semaphores and Messages hierarchies are not considered equivalent and non-equivalent hierarchies are never merged.

3.4.3 The Structural Difference Operator

The Structural Difference Operator compares two or more EventMaps and returns a list of resources that do not occur in all of the EventMaps. Given our overall goal of comparing the
performance of two or more program executions, a natural first question is, how different were the code and environments used in the two tests, and where did they differ? If we perform two test runs using identical code running on identical, dedicated platforms, every resource hierarchy of the first execution has an identical counterpart in the second execution; performance data may be meaningfully compared for every focus that is valid for one of the individual executions. The comparison becomes more complex if we consider cases in which either the code or the run time environment (or both) differ between our two test runs. We need to determine the common set of valid resources. This is accomplished with the Structural Difference Operator. From the SpaceMap, the user can invoke the Structural Difference Operator. This operator takes as input two or more EventMaps and returns an EventMap that contains only nodes that are not valid for at least one of the input EventMaps. The Structural Difference Operator is implemented using the Structural Merge Operator (see Section 3.4.2). The result of the merge is filtered so that only the differing resource nodes are displayed. We present examples of the structural difference operator in Chapter 4.

3.4.4 The Performance Difference

The performance difference operator answers the question, how did performance vary between these two different Program Events? It automates the otherwise overwhelming task of detecting all performance changes between two potentially large datasets. It takes as inputs a merged EventMap, filters out resources that are not valid for all of the included Program Events, then returns all foci for which the discrete distance metric (see Figure 10) yields an answer of true. The list is computed hierarchically as shown in Figure 11. We iterate through the resource nodes of the EventMap, starting with the focus that represents the entire program
execution, the root focus. If there is a performance difference noted, we then check more specific foci for the same metric. This metric is useful to draw attention immediately to performance changes from one version to the next.

\[
dd(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
true & \text{if } |x - y| \geq \delta \\
false & \text{if } |x - y| < \delta \\
\text{undefined} & \text{if } (x = \emptyset) \lor (y = \emptyset)
\end{cases}
\]

**Figure 10: The Discrete Distance Operator** is a binary function that indicates whether or not two specified performance results differ by more than a specified interval. Here \(x\) and \(y\) are two different performance results. The Discrete Distance is undefined if either performance result is null. We use the discrete distance metric as a building block for clustering and differencing of performance results.

```
fig 11: Algorithm for the Performance Difference Operator perfDiff((E_1 + E_2), m). The performance difference operator searches through the performance results for the specified metric \(m\) and the requested executions \(E_1\) and \(E_2\), returning a list of all foci for which the results are different. The input is an EventMap and a collection of performance results, and the output is a set of foci.

With this approach, it is possible for detailed performance differences to go undetected. This situation could occur if two or more performance differences cancel each other out, so that the
higher-level focus tests false for performance change. For example, CPU time might be higher for one function and lower in another, with a net change of zero for the entire module. In this case, comparison of the two modules will show no performance difference, and we will not test the individual functions at all. The trade-off here is between the performance gain from stopping the testing earlier, and a possibility for false negative results. We will re-examine this issue after we have more experience with the performance difference operator applied to large scale applications.

![Figure 12: The focus provides a partial ordering of the data.](image)

We construct more specific foci using an operation we call magnify (see Figure 13). As specified in Definition 4, a focus contains one node from each resource hierarchy. For each resource hierarchy in the original focus, we form a set of new foci by replacing the given
resource with the each of its children in the next lower level of the hierarchy. The result of the magnify operation applied to a focus is a set of foci.

$$\text{given focus } f = \{ r_1 \in R_1^{i_1}, r_2 \in R_2^{i_2}, r_3 \in R_3^{i_3}, \ldots, r_n \in R_n^{i_n} \}:$$

1. $answer \leftarrow \{}$
2. for $i = 1$ to $n$
3. $f \leftarrow f - n$
4. for each $j$ in $\text{children}(r_i)$
5. $answer \leftarrow answer \cup (f + j)$
6. return $answer$

**Figure 13: Algorithm for magnify($f$).** Magnify returns the set of foci constructed by making all possible one step descents down the resource hierarchy from the given starting focus.

To ask questions such as “Are the performance requirements being met?” and “How accurate was my predictive model?” you select the Program Event you are testing plus the Program Event that represents a simulation or previous run, then apply the performance difference operator. To ask the question “What is the scaling behavior of my code?” you might select the different platform sizes from the SpaceMap, and apply the performance difference operator for the relevant metric (probably Execution Time, although you might also select something more specific).

We designed the Performance Difference Display to focus a tool user’s attention to the particular parts of the application for which behavior changed from one run to the next. Each node represents a metric-focus pair with differing performance. Metric-focus pairs with equal performance results are omitted. In this way, a potentially large amount of information about application performance is distilled so the user is not overwhelmed with the full set of data. To illustrate the performance difference operator and display, we present a simple example. We
show all of the structural and performance data for two Program Events in Figure 14. In the top box, we show the EventMap. The code is contained in two modules, main.C and calc.C, and two functions, main and calculate. The application ran on a single machine node. The

**Figure 14: Explanation of the Performance Difference Display.** We show a complete set of information for our example application. The top box shows the resources of the merged EventMap (in this example the two EventMaps are identical). The middle box details the particular refinement steps. The bottom box shows the performance data.
middle of the figure shows the focus magnification that resulted in each pair of Performance Results being checked for a difference. The Program Space contains performance data for metrics CPUtime and IOtime, for two program versions. The second version is the result of attempting to optimize the function calculate; the code for function main was not changed at all between versions. performance data for this example is shown in the bottom of the figure.

In Figure 15, we sketch the contents of the Performance Difference Display that results from applying the performance difference operator for the metric CPUtime to the two Program Events shown. We have annotated the display by numbering the steps. The starting point is the root focus, represented here by the left most node labeled “WholeProgram.” Step 1 in Figure 15 represents a magnification along the Machine hierarchy, to node_01; step 2 represents a magnification along the Code hierarchy to calc.C; and step 3 represents further magnification along the Code hierarchy to function calculate. We label each node with the name of the resource that results from the magnification step taken to reach it. The Program Space contains performance data for metrics CPUtime and IOtime, for two program versions. We show a snapshot of a Performance Difference Display with our prototype in Chapter 4.
3.4.5 Matching and Mapping Resources

In the previous section, we described the structural merge operator, and its use in general queries on two or more EventMaps. The matching technique we described is appropriate for simpler cases, however, it is not sufficient for all cases. In practice, the particular resources used often change from one run of a program to the next. For example, an 8-node application might run on nodes 0-7 of a machine during one run and on nodes 123-130 of the same machine on the next run. Similarly, process ID’s are likely to be different for each run. If we are to relate performance results from a previous run to the current run, for example by using the performance difference operator, we must be able to establish an equivalency between (map) the differently named resources. Mapping allows us to link resources from different executions with different names, and treat them as equivalent. We have experimented with preliminary forms of mapping, and believe that this is an area that warrants further study. Here we discuss our current approach to mapping.

There are different approaches to resource mapping. One approach is to map conservatively. One-to-one mappings between resource nodes that match exactly fit into this category. Another approach is to map more aggressively, allowing mapping between nodes that are slightly different, including one-to-many or many-to-many mappings. Which approach to use is determined by the performance-related task being performed. For example, if we are interested in learning what has changed structurally between two runs of a program, conservative mapping will yield the most inclusive list of changes. We might determine that performance is differing for all program runs that include a particular machine node, pointing to a localized failure or congestion. In constrast, when comparing the performance of two program runs, using an aggressive mapping strategy will result in performance comparisons for a greater
number of pairs of resources. Mapping different machine nodes with an inexact, categorical
definition allows performance per node to be compared; mapping different versions of a func-
tion will allow the performance change that resulted from the code change to be determined.

When we apply the structural merge operator to two resource hierarchies, we invoke a match
function on each pair of resources to find the nodes that differ. Resources that remain
unmatched after this step can be manually mapped. All mappings are from one EventMap to a
single virtual EventMap. In this way, we avoid the exponential explosion of maintaining a list
of mappings for each pair of EventMaps in the Program Space. Mapping of individual
resources is specified as a set of directives of the form “map resourceName virtualResource-
Name” specified by the user in an input file or through a GUI by selecting pairs of resources to
map. The virtual resource name refers to one name that will be used to refer to all resource
nodes with a mapping to the same node, regardless of the original resource name. Applying a
complete set of mappings to an EventMap yields a virtual EventMap, each node of which may
map to several differently named nodes from distinct Event Maps. This approach allows us to
use only one list of mappings for each Program Space.

We allow manual mapping of resource nodes, however, we also want the ability to map cer-
tain kinds of resource nodes automatically. Consider the Machine hierarchy. We might define
a match function (\(=\)) based on attributes, say machineNode1 \(=\) machineNode2 if
machineNode1.cpu = machineNode2.cpu and machineNode1.os = machineNode2.os. We can
map the two Machine hierarchies as follows: (1) independently divide the child nodes of each
hierarchy into equivalence classes. This can be performed by adding an intermediate level to
the hierarchy, one node for each resulting equivalence class. (2) Test selected pairs from each
hierarchy against each other for equality, matching up the equivalence classes into pairs, one
from each hierarchy. (3) If all of the classes pair up (that is, there is an equal number of equivalence classes for each of the two original resource hierarchies), we check the cardinality of each equivalence class. If the cardinality is equal for each pair, we consider that pair of classes mappable. (4) For each mappable pair of equivalence classes, generate a list of pair wise mappings.

3.4.6 Making Selections from the EventMap

Performance Results are retrieved by selecting a focus from the EventMap and a metric from the list of available metrics for that focus. Selecting a valid focus from the EventMap acts as a filter over the list of available metrics. The answer will contain one or more performance results. The user performs queries over the performance results in this uniform manner, regardless of the particular types of performance results stored for the requested metric/focus; the answer to a query may mix results from different types of performance results. The particular EventMap used is retrieved by first selecting one or more particular Program Event(s) via the SpaceMap.

To ask questions of the form “Did performance of function foo improve when we compiled with optimization?” you would select the runs with optimization levels of interest from the SpaceMap, then select function foo from the resulting EventMap, and the relevant metric (perhaps CPU time) from the list of available metrics. The answer will include performance results for function foo, for all of the Program Events with the selected optimization levels. To ask “What’s the highest I/O waiting time we’ve seen when we run on more than 16 nodes,” select all runs with values of platform size greater than 16 from the SpaceMap, select the I/O waiting time metric, then aggregate over the resulting list of I/O waiting time values. To ask
the question “What is the scaling behavior of my code?” you might select the runs with differ-
ent platform sizes from the SpaceMap, the root focus from the EventMap, and the relevant
performance metric, for example, Execution Time.

3.5 Implementation Considerations

As with most real world problems, there is more than one approach to designing underlying
database support for the Program Space. Here we discuss the relevant issues. First we briefly
survey the features of two Experiment Management Systems, and compare them to the needs
for our experimental performance environment. Next we present a design for implementing
the Program Space. In Section 3.5.3 we briefly discuss other possible approaches.

3.5.1 Existing Experiment Management Systems

We looked at two existing approaches to providing database support for scientific experi-
mentation: the ZOO project at UW-Madison and the OPM project at Lawrence Berkeley Lab-
oratory. Each of the projects researched the particular database needs of scientists running
experiments[8, 38], and there is much similarity in the reported results. Not all of the features
mentioned by the researchers are implemented in their released tools, however, all were men-
tioned as particularly important to a full implementation of an experiment management sys-
tem. Here we list the features related to our performance environment and comment on their
applicability.

Schemas as commodity objects. In both ZOO and OPM, schemas can be manipulated,
shared, and reused by the scientist. They are stored as objects in ZOO’s meta database, and
can be accessed through a web browser in OPM. This is a radical departure from the tradi-
tional database approach, in which the user is not given direct access to the schema. Our performance tuning environment shares the need for available schemas, to enable the schemas to evolve over the course of experimentation.

**Database sharing.** Both projects mention the need for databases to be shared by different scientists and projects. Also a single experiment may involve data from multiple sources. This sharing directly applies to our performance environment.

**Queries can span multiple databases.** Allowing queries to span databases would enable different application users and developers to each have their own experimental results locally, yet still have the ability to use results from other laboratories. (See Section 3.5.3.)

**Mechanism for launching new experiments.** This feature could usefully be added to our performance environment, although it is not part of the current design. Experiments in our environment are program or simulation runs with monitoring tools in place. A simple example of the practicality of automating their launch is that a scalability study could be done with the push of a single button.

**Mechanism for converting data from ASCII files into database objects.** In our environment this means the ability to add new Program Events to the database. Resource hierarchies and performance results may all be input from ASCII files.

**Levels of integrity enforcement to allow incomplete information or human error.** This is a must in our performance environment, which should allow for metric/focus pairs without any data at all, as well as gaps in data for different time intervals in a single Program Event. For example, the Performance Difference Operator must allow for the condition that a focus is valid for the two Program Events being compared yet no performance results exist for that focus.
Versioning. Part of the potential for our extensible resource definition approach is that resources representing source code can be enhanced to include the actual filenames or versions of the files. Integration with functionality of a revision control system could be incorporated into the match function for such resources, and would be a useful extension.

Object oriented features such as ZOO’s data model (MOOSE) and query language (FOX). We also found a need for object oriented features, as described in more detail in the following section.

In summary, we found much overlap between the needs of a performance study and the needs determined for scientific experimentation. In principal, the storage engine for our system might be implemented using either ZOO or OPM. We determined this to be impractical, however, because neither project has produced a complete version with all of the features needed for us to fully implement our tool. To illustrate the relationship of the Program Space and ZOO, we present a design for our experiment management system implemented over ZOO.

A schema for the Program Space is shown in Figure 16. We follow the representation used in the ZOO documentation [76], with the addition of ovals to represent abstract data types and user defined methods. The three main classes are EventMap, SpaceMap, and Performance Result. Each new type of performance result stored in the database requires a new ADT be defined for it, as a child of type PerformanceResult, with method functions for common lookup features such as getValue (startTime, endTime) and getMaxValue(startTime, endTime). This enables queries to be performed over a heterogeneous collection of data.

Here are examples of queries we have been discussing, written in ZOO’s Fox query language.
Figure 16: Schema for a Program Space containing Paradyn data.
1. Select zero or more EventMaps by choosing attributes from the SpaceMap. Here we show an attribute and value selected as \textit{selectedAttribute} and \textit{selectedValue} respectively.

\begin{verbatim}
for e in EventMap, s in SpaceMap, av in s.members
    select e.hierarchy
    where av.name = \textit{selectedAttribute} and av.value = \textit{selectedValue} and e.eid = s.eid
\end{verbatim}

2. Select zero or more Performance Results from an EventMap.

\begin{verbatim}
for e in EventMap, p in PerformanceResult
    select p.GetValue\textit{\begin{small}(startTime, endTime)\end{small}}
    where \textit{selectedFocus} = p.focus and \textit{selectedMetric} = p.metric and e.eid = p.eid
\end{verbatim}

3. Select the greatest CPUtime for the Whole Program recorded for any Program Event

\begin{verbatim}
select max
    (for p in PerformanceResult
        select p.GetValue\textit{\begin{small}(start, end)\end{small}}
        where p.focus = rootFocus and p.metric = \textquotesingle\textquotesingle{CPUtime}\textquotesingle\textquotesingle)
\end{verbatim}

\subsection*{3.5.2 Implementing the Program Space with an Object Relational DBMS}

An object-relational database management system (ORDBMS) is a combination of a traditional relational database management system with newer object-related functionality. This additional functionality may include user-defined abstract data types (ADTs), user-defined methods; constructed types such as sets, tuples, arrays, and sequences; and inheritance [59].

All of the major database vendors (IBM, Oracle, Informix) now provide some amount of object support, in at least partial compliance with the current SQL3 draft standard[63]. Although the particulars of the implementation vary, as long as we have the necessary object features discussed here, we can implement the program space on top of that database product.
At present, however, not every vendor supplies the full range of object functionality, for example, Oracle does not provide inheritance[63].

3.5.3 Other Implementation Strategies

It is possible to use a relational database management system (RDBMS) as the storage engine underlying an object oriented model. The ZOO project took this approach for their experiment management software, for example. The difficulties are the amount of work required to implement the necessary transformations from object-oriented queries to the underlying database, and the poor performance. There are several examples of a poor fit for an RDBMS. First is the dynamic nature of the schemas. The difficulty is that the schema is changing over time; that is, attributes may be added after the initial database design is complete. As long as the total database size is not large, this can be practically achieved by creating a new schema and copying all data as needed. However, in a traditional RDBMS the schema is not generally manipulated by users, who typically are not familiar with the Data Definition Language used. We want users of the system to be able to add performance result types and resource types while using the system.

The EventMap structure and the resources it contains introduce additional difficulties for an RDBMS. We need to define the match function for each type of resource node, or at the least for each hierarchy. This requires an ADT for clean implementation. The Performance Results require user-defined methods to be extensible, so that a new type of performance result may be added to the system. This can be done with inheritance.

We would like to leave open the possibility, as a future enhancement, for a distributed version of the Program Space that would enable scientists in different laboratories working on the
same application to share their performance data. There has been much recent research into XML[26], an interface specification for describing data over the web. Because it is designed for data interchange on the web, it includes features for handling incomplete data and varying data schemas. An XML document is analogous to a relation in a database and a DTD is the equivalent to a database schema. As in the scientific experiment database projects discussed in Section 3.5.1, this approach provides direct access to the schema. Research currently underway will add the necessary features to make sharing data through the web a realistic alternative. For example, XML-QL [9] is a proposed query language for XML with many of the features needed for a shared, distributed data store. In the field of chemistry, for example, researchers have constructed the Chemical Markup Language as a set of XML definitions to be commonly used within their research community.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a representation for a set of related program executions called the Program Space. The complete Program Space contains an EventMap, a collection of Performance Results, plus a SpaceMap describing execution-level characteristics that allow the different program runs and versions to be distinguished. We described the structural merge operator, its ordered comparison of two or more program executions, and its use in building up an EventMap that represents multiple program runs. Next we described our method for representing individual Performance Results, and operators for retrieving information from the Program Space: simple queries, discrete distance, and performance difference. We concluded with a discussion of implementation issues. In the next chapter we present examples of a pro-
totype implementation of the Program Space performing a variety of tasks common in performance studies.
Chapter 4

Case Studies: Applying the Experiment Management Approach to Common Performance Activities

Demonstrating the utility of our experiment management approach for performance studies necessitates testing it in practical situations with existing parallel codes. To this end, we implemented a prototype experiment management system and used it with structural and performance data from parallel applications. We designed each small study as representative of common and essential tasks carried out in laboratories involved in writing and using parallel applications. For example, the project from which we gathered data for our first study has the following characteristics common to many environments in which performance related studies are carried out: The overall project is solving problems in physics, not computer science, but to do so high end computing technology must be used; many of the scientists involved are not primarily computer scientists; the computation is large enough that performance and scalability are key concerns — the more efficiently the simulation can be computed, the higher the quality of the result that can be obtained, and therefore the more useful the simulation will be;
and the specific algorithms underlying the code will evolve over time concurrently with the various porting and tuning efforts.

In the first study, we used our techniques for structural and performance data to examine results from several runs of the same program on two different platforms. The data is from a research project involving engineers and computer scientists from the University of Wisconsin and Syracuse University, that is developing an application to perform radiation hydrodynamics simulations. We examined data from a sequential version of the application on two different platforms. Our second study evaluated performance changes as a shared memory program evolved through versions during a performance tuning study. Our third study used the structural difference operator to compare program versions constructed using different communication libraries.

Our prototype provides core functionality of the Program Space. It reads in resource hierarchies and test data from Paradyn sessions, and provides a SpaceMap, one or more EventMap displays, a facility for retrieving and viewing performance data, and a performance difference operator. We wrote the code using Tcl/Tk [19] extended with a tree widget [20] and the BLT library [12].

4.1 Draco

In this study, we examined two versions of a scientific code called Draco, currently under development by a team of researchers at the University of Rochester and the University of Wisconsin. Developed at the Laboratory for Laser Energy, Draco is an adaptive Lagrangian-Eulerian code to perform radiation hydrodynamics simulations, especially related to direct laser driven inertial confinement fusion. A variety of physics packages are employed in each
time step to simulate the development of the system. The various computational methods implemented in the different physics packages result in some packages being more computationally intensive than others. The simulation code is being performance tuned and parallelized. The focus of our Draco study is a sequential code version currently being improved to enable finer-grained solutions to the physics problem being simulated to be computed.

Here we describe using our prototype tool with a sequential version of the code, written in Fortran 90. The application was ported from SGI Irix to SPARC Solaris by Paradyn researchers to begin examining application performance and to allow further study of Paradyn’s dynamic instrumentation with such a large and complex application. There are approximately 50,000 lines of source code. The 289 functions (not counting libraries) are divided into four modules: 1d, 2d, 3d, and main. The resource hierarchies for the SPARC platform contained 10,152 nodes in total, including resource nodes representing libraries and library functions.

In the remainder of this section, we describe using the prototype to examine the data from three runs of the Draco application: (1) an execution of the SGI version, (2) an execution of the SPARC version, and (3) a repeated execution of (2). These different runs were assigned EID’s, 1, 2, and 4 respectively.

We used the Paradyn Export feature to save performance data and resource information from several runs of the code. Export writes each internal Paradyn histogram into a file with header information (metric, focus, time interval size, start time, number of values) followed by a list of time/data value pairs. It also writes an index file, that provides a list of the individual data files, and a resource definition file, that lists the names of all of the resources for the Paradyn session. Our first step was to load the application data into our prototype. We specified an application name, DRACO, that refers to the entire Program Space we are building.
Next we initialized each of three Program Events with a string name, the name of the directory that contains its data files, and a list of application attributes for the SpaceMap.

Figure 17 shows two views of the resulting SpaceMap. The view on the left lists the attributes used to describe individual Program Events. The view on the right shows the same SpaceMap with the attribute headings expanded to show a list of all of the currently valid values for these attributes. We recorded four attributes: concurrency (sequential or parallel), platformSize (the number of machine nodes used in each particular program run), OS (operating system used) and num_Dimensions (referring to the underlying physics simulation algorithm). EID is a unique identifier assigned by the system to each Program Event. The first step in navigating the experimental data is selecting attributes from the SpaceMap, then viewing the resulting EventMap.

Figure 17: SpaceMap for the DRACO application.
We chose the two Program Events from the SPARC platform by selecting “solaris” under the OS attribute and pressing the “SHOW EventMap” button. The result is shown in Figure 18. In this display we show the result of applying the Structural Merge Operator to the two Program Events. Each Program Event is assigned a unique identifier $2^i$ ($i \geq 0$). We tag each resource in the structural display with a numeric label showing the sum of the EIDs of the Program Events that contain that resource. In this case, we have merged Program Events with EIDs 2 and 4, so a numeric label 2 or 4 indicate a resource unique to one Program Event.
and a numeric label 6 indicates a resource common to both. Children of resource nodes can be shown or hidden by clicking on the parent node. The snapshot we display here was taken after expanding the Code module node “d_1d.so.”

Our expectation is that nothing has changed between these two versions, since no source code revisions occurred, and both times the program was run on the same machine. However, we want a quick way to verify this. Using the merged EventMap is impractical, because it would require us to visually check the numeric labels for all ten thousand nodes of the hierarchies. Instead we display the Structural Difference (Figure 19). This shows us only what has changed between the two Program Events; in this case, only the process identifiers are different. Note that the nodes “ROOT” and “Process” appear here only as placeholders. They are displayed to show the location of the process-related resources within the overall EventMap. We can distinguish such placeholders by their numeric labels: a label of 6 indicates that the resource is common to Program Events 2 and 4.

Figure 20 shows the EventMap for all three of the DRACO Program Events, with the Code hierarchy expanded. The different program runs are distinguished by their unique identifiers:
1 for the program run on the SGI platform, and 2 and 4 for the two program runs on the SPARC platform. Note that the first three modules from the top of the list, 1d.so, 2d.so, and 3d.so, only occurred in the IRIX-based runs, and the modules d_1d.so and d_3d.so only occurred in the SPARC-based runs. This is an example of common software engineering practices affecting our ability to match equivalent resources. The module d_1d.so is equivalent to the module 1d.so from a semantic perspective, however, on one platform a slightly different
naming convention was used. Also, the functions listed in 2d.so in the IRIX version are included in DEFAULT_MODULE in the SPARC version. We used mapping to transform the resources so that the semantically similar modules would be considered equivalent. We needed only three simple mapping directives to accomplish our goal:

- map /Code/d_1d.so /Code/1d.so

Figure 21: EventMap for the three DRACO Program Events (after mapping).
• map /Code/d_3d.so /Code/3d.so
• map /Code/2d.so /Code/DEFAULT_MODULE.

The result of this mapping is shown in Figure 21.

4.2 Performance Tuning a Shared Memory Application

The goal of this study was to test out our performance difference operator, to examine its potential utility in a performance study. We used data from a previously completed performance tuning study of a protein-folding application, called Fold4, developed in our Chemical Engineering Department. The eventual target platform for the application was the SGI PowerChallenge. The first, sequential, version of the application was written in Fortran 77. A performance tuning study, reported in detail elsewhere [79], was conducted. The engineers ported the application from the SGI PowerChallenge to the Wisconsin Cluster of Workstations (COW), a cluster of Sun SPARCstation 20s, each with two 66-MHz Hypersparc processors and a Myricom Myrinet interface, running Solaris release 5.4. On the COW, the application was run on the Blizzard distributed shared memory system, and Paradyn was used to gather performance data using Blizzard. Once tuned, the application was then ported back to the SGI PowerChallenge. We analyzed the program versions and performance data from this study after it was completed.

We ran three versions of Fold4, taken from different steps in the performance tuning study. Version 1, the starting point of the tuning study, resulted from porting to the COW. A problem was identified with a serial portion of this code version that consumed 40% of the execution time on 8 nodes. The source code was modified to change to data partitioning to try to relieve the bottleneck, resulting in Version 2. Version 2 exhibited a problem with false sharing of data
blocks. Data was padded and aligned to improve the cache behavior, resulting in Version 3. We present selected results here to demonstrate the benefit of the experiment management approach in navigating the large space of resources and data involved in a complete performance tuning study.

To consider the changes from Version 1 to Version 2, we merged these two EventMaps and applied the Structural Difference Operator (Figure 22). The resulting EventMap display distinguishes foci valid for both EventMaps. The Memory hierarchy shows the data partitioning change that occurred, in the form of eighteen new data structures storing particle data (GM->part_x). This restructuring was implemented to alleviate a performance bottleneck caused by frequent data movement between nodes.

Next we applied the performance difference operator with metric memoryBlockingTime. The Performance Difference Operator compares individual pairs of performance results and reports any that differ by more than a specified threshold (see Section 3.4.4). It progresses through the available performance data according to the partial order defined by resource normal form. Each magnification path is followed until no further magnification is possible or until the measured difference in the data is within a specified delta.

In Figure 23, we present a Performance Difference Display for the protein folding application study. This display shows that memory blocking behavior differed overall in the two runs; further, it differed in each process, and those differences were localized to five data structures (GM, GM->part0, GM->part1, GM->part2, GM->part3). (Note that the symbol “->” is part of the data structure name itself, and does not imply that GM is a parent node of part0, for example, in our resource hierarchy.) The ability to verify the performance changes at this level of granularity automates what was a common and time consuming task in the actual tuning project.
In the actual performance study, zeroing in on the performance changes between the versions was a time-consuming task: the actual study took approximately three to four person-weeks. Here we have demonstrated that our technique is useful for actual, not just toy, problems, and that it can be used to shorten the time required to draw meaningful conclusions about an application’s evolving behavior. This validates the use of our technique for similar porting/tuning efforts, which are a common facet of high performance software development.

Figure 22: Result of Applying Structural Difference Operator to Fold4 Versions 1 and 2.
4.3 Comparing Alternate Implementations: Porting a PVM Application to MPI

In this study we examine two versions of a parallel application, developed with two different communication libraries, PVM and MPI. Our goal was to provide feedback that would be of use to a tool user, directing their attention to the structural changes in the application. That is, what has been changed in the application in porting it to a new communication library? The application, ns, is a parallel message-passing FFT code that solves the Navier-Stokes equation in three dimensions. We obtained this code from scientists at IBM Research at Haifa. Its his-
tory and use illustrate a typical candidate for an experiment-management based approach to performance study — the first version of the application was written in sequential Fortran, then it was transformed into C, parallelized using MPI, and finally rewritten using PVM. We used two versions of the application, the MPI and PVM versions, and examined what we could learn of the differences between the versions using our newly developed methods.

We used our tool to compare the structure of two versions of the application, before and after a port from the PVM to the MPI message passing libraries. A scientist porting an application wants directed feedback about the resulting changes in performance to the application, and hopefully some idea of the cause of any performance degradation. They may or may not be the original authors of the code, and therefore they may have only minimal knowledge of the application design and code structure.

In Figure 24, we show the EventMap that resulted from applying the Structural Difference Operator to EventMaps representing a 4-node run of nspvm (PVM version) and a 4-node run of nsmpif (MPI version), both on the IBM SP-2. This display provides a quick way to see what differed in both the code and the environment between the two runs. Figure 24 shows two different snapshots of the resulting EventMap. In this example, the PVM version has been assigned EID “1” and the MPI version has been assigned EID “2,” so resources common to both are labeled with a “3.” The display on the left shows a portion of the Code hierarchy expanded. In the Code hierarchy, three modules (dfft.c, ns3d.c, and p3d.c) appear in both runs. At the leaf level, we can see four procedures (strip, and strip1, strip2, strip3) appeared only in execution 1. The Message hierarchy on the right shows the changes in message tags: tags 0_1, 0_3, 0_5, and 0_2 represent MPI message tags, and the rest represent the message tags for the PVM version. By selecting a focus from the EventMap, we can display the performance data.
In this section we have shown the utility of the EventMap interface for highlighting differences in code versions necessitated by porting to a new communication library.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter we have presented examples of using our prototype to (1) examine performance data gathered before and after a scientific application was ported to a new platform, (2) compare implementations based on alternate communication libraries, and (3) evaluate performance as a program evolves through versions. In each case, the use of an experiment manage-
ment system allowed tasks typically involved in performance tuning and developing parallel applications to be completed simply and quickly.
Chapter 5

Using Historical Data in Performance Diagnosis

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how historical performance data, i.e., data gathered in one or more previous executions of an application, can be used to increase the effectiveness of automated performance diagnosis. Accurate performance diagnosis of parallel and distributed programs is a difficult and time-consuming task. In a recent survey of scientists actively engaged in parallel performance tuning[33], 50% reported an average time per tuning task of several weeks or longer. Recent research [28, 32, 70, 77] has examined possible approaches for automating, and thereby simplifying, the process of diagnosing a single program run. We present a novel approach to automated diagnosis that uses application data gathered in previous executions to guide the search for performance bottlenecks. This method leverages off of the repetitive nature of the performance tuning process — it is rare for a parallel application to be examined with a performance tool only once. Adding historical knowledge about an application provides a means for the tool to perform a more effective diagnosis.
Our starting point was an existing diagnostic research tool, the Paradyn Parallel Performance Tool [54]. Paradyn’s Performance Consultant performs online, automated bottleneck detection in a single execution of a parallel or serial program. We modified the Performance Consultant, incorporating several different types of historical knowledge about an application’s performance into the tool’s search for performance problems.

We chose the Performance Consultant as our foundation for several reasons. First, using an online tool presents all of the same challenges as other types of tools, such as trace-based post-mortem analysis and application steering, so our approach might be generalized to a wide array of uses. Second, there are some challenges unique to an online approach, so by using one we assure that our work might be applied to other online tools. The development of an API for dynamic instrumentation [29] and IBM’s Dynamic Probe Class Library (DPCL) [58], currently in beta release, that provides a set of library functions for tool developers to use to incorporate dynamic instrumentation into their tools, suggest that more tools using an online approach will be available in the near future.

The general search strategy used in the Performance Consultant works well for studying new and unfamiliar applications. It provides systematic investigation of an application that does not depend on any assumptions about the application or the runtime environment, so it yields useful information for a wide range of programs. In practice, we noticed that the second time we sat down with the same application, it would miss data for interesting events and possibly stop before completion due to inherent instrumentation cost limits. There is a natural tension between a generally useful, single button approach to performance diagnosis and a more application-specific, knowledge-dependent approach. Our goal is not to replace the Performance Consultant’s single button model, rather, to augment the search strategy in cases
where prior knowledge of the program being studied is available. We use this knowledge to incorporate several different types of historical performance data into the tool’s search for performance problems.

The goals for this set of studies were:

- Shorten the time required to identify important bottlenecks. We evaluate this strategy by measuring and comparing the total time to find bottlenecks with and without historical information.

- Decrease the amount of unhelpful instrumentation. There is a practical limit to the total amount of instrumentation in place at one time, to minimize inaccuracy of results due to perturbation. Decreasing unhelpful instrumentation in some cases will allow the search to continue where it might otherwise reach a limit and halt. We evaluate this strategy by measuring the total amount of instrumentation and the time to find bottlenecks.

- Determine the precise location of all significant bottlenecks. Results most useful for performance tuning are obtained when testing identifies a reasonably small number of well-defined potential problem areas. Practical limits on the total amount of instrumentation can result in important bottlenecks not being fully explored because the limited resources are being used to test less useful bottlenecks. We measure this by identifying a set of important bottlenecks for a particular execution, then evaluating the effect of historical information on finding the bottlenecks in that set.

We save performance and structural data from successive executions of an application, then extract knowledge useful for diagnosis from this collection of data, in the form of search directives. There are three types of directives: *pruning directives* that tell the tool to ignore some resources entirely; *priorities* that tell the tool which aspects of the application and run-
time environment to look at first; and *thresholds* that tell the tool specific values against which to measure the application’s actual performance. We use the directives to guide online performance diagnosis with an enhanced version of Paradyn. We evaluated our technique by testing an MPI application on the IBM SP/2, with reductions of 31% to 98% in the time needed to locate performance bottlenecks.

Next, we provide a brief description of the Performance Consultant and how we changed it. We describe the three mechanisms for including historical data in a diagnostic tool in Section 5.3. Then we present our experiments and results in Section 5.4. We finish with discussions and conclusions in Section 5.5.

### 5.2 Paradyn’s Performance Consultant

Paradyn is an application profiler that uses *dynamic instrumentation* to insert and delete measurement instrumentation as a program runs. This approach results in a relatively small amount of data, in contrast to most tracing methods that may result in (possibly unusably) large data files. In Paradyn, a program is represented by *resource hierarchies*, and specific parts of a program are identified using a *focus*. This is a simpler, single execution version of our representational scheme as described in Chapter 3; in fact, it was the starting point we used in developing our multi-execution model. Paradyn’s Performance Consultant (PC) [32] capitalizes on dynamic instrumentation to automate bottleneck detection during a program execution. The PC starts searching for bottlenecks by issuing instrumentation requests to collect data for a set of pre-defined performance hypotheses for the root focus or whole program. Each hypothesis is based on a continuously measured value computed by one or more Paradyn
metrics, and a fixed threshold. The full collection of hypotheses is organized as a tree, where hypotheses lower in the tree identify more specific problems than those higher up.

For example, the PC starts its search by measuring total time spent doing computation, synchronization, and I/O waiting, and compares these values to predefined (user set) thresholds.

Figure 25: A Performance Consultant search in progress. The three items below TopLevelHypothesis have been added as a result of refining the hypothesis. Nodes ExcessiveSyncWaitingTime and ExcessiveIOBlockingTime have tested false, as indicated by node color (pink), and node CPUboud (blue) has tested true and has been expanded by refinement. The nodes bubbac, channel.c, anneal.c, outchan.c, and graph.c all tested false, whereas the nodes goat and partition.c tested true and were refined.
Instances where the measured value for the hypothesis exceeds the threshold are defined as *bottlenecks*.

Each node in a PC search represents instrumentation and data collection for a (hypothesis : focus) pair. If a node tests true, meaning a bottleneck is found, the Performance Consultant tries to determine more specific information about the bottleneck. It considers two types of expansion: a more specific hypothesis, and a more specific focus. A child focus is defined as any focus obtained by moving down along a single edge in one of the resource hierarchies. Determining the children of a focus by this method is referred to as *refinement*. If a pair (h : f) tests false, testing stops and the node is not refined. The PC refines all true nodes to as specific a focus as possible.

Each (hypothesis : focus) pair is represented as a node of a directed acyclic graph called the Search History Graph (SHG). The root node of the SHG represents the pair (TopLevelHypothesis : WholeProgram), and its child nodes represent the refinements chosen as described above. Paradyn displays the SHG in list box form; we show an example in Figure 25.

Depending on the number of resources needed to represent an application, the number of hypothesis/focus pairs to be explored might be quite large. To prevent the PC data requests from overwhelming the system capacity or perturbing the application to a point where reliable results cannot be determined, the cost of instrumentation enabled by the PC is continually monitored. Search expansion, which generates new instrumentation requests, is halted when the cost reaches a critical threshold, and restarted once instrumentation deletion (initiated when nodes test false) causes the cost to return to an acceptable level.
5.3 Types of Search Directives

We have developed three mechanisms for including historical data in a diagnostic tool: *pruning directives* that tell the tool to ignore some resources entirely; *priorities* that tell the tool which aspects of the application and runtime environment to look at first; and *thresholds* that tell the tool specific values against which to measure the applications’s actual performance.

*Pruning directives* instruct the diagnostic tool to ignore a subtree of a resource hierarchy in its evaluation of a specific hypothesis. They are a mechanism for conveying information about insignificant parts of an application. The total number of hypothesis/focus pairs tested by the Performance Consultant may become large if the total number of resources is large. In practice, this is frequently true. The top-down approach taken by the PC has the effect of excluding part of the potentially huge search space, since false nodes are never refined. Prunes further shrink the size of the search space. For example, we can avoid the overhead of instrumenting small, infrequently executed functions by pruning them from the search. Pruning directives can also be used to customize the search strategy for a particular environment. For example, the static process model of MPI version 1 [24] leads to a one-to-one correspondence between process and machine node for \( n \)-process programs run on \( n \) machine nodes. It is not necessary to investigate relative performance by both process and machine, so we can prune out the machine hierarchy. Pruning does not dictate the overall search strategy employed – what to examine first or next – rather it reduces the size of the total search space. One possible side effect of pruning is incorrectly eliminating something important. For this reason we also investigated other methods with better robustness. We investigated pruning based on historical
data, such as functions with short execution time and redundant hierarchies (e.g. machine hierarchy if processes and machines map one-to-one) or sections of hierarchies. We also investigated pruning based on general rules, such as pruning the /SyncObject hierarchy from all but synchronization-related hypotheses.

*Priorities* assign a relative level of importance to specified focus-hypothesis pairs. This allows resources more likely to be responsible for behaviors of interest to be studied first, allowing data to be collected for a longer time interval. Unlike prunes, priorities do not exclude any foci from consideration; they instruct the diagnostic tool to consider certain hypothesis-focus pairs first. Each hypothesis-focus pair is given priority: High if it tested true in at least one previous execution; Low if it tested false in all previous executions; otherwise, Medium. High priority pairs are instrumented at search start and are persistent (i.e., testing continues throughout the entire program run, regardless of whether a true or false conclusion is reached). Starting up high priority pairs immediately, rather than waiting for the default top down search order to refine down to them, results in more control over the overall search order. By comparison, setting priority to medium or low only ensures an ordering between the node and its siblings.

*Thresholds* are the values used to determine if a hypothesis is true or false for a given focus. In the standard version of Paradyn, there is a threshold value that can be set by the user for each hypothesis. The goal is to keep the number of bottlenecks reported in a practically useful range. Reporting a large number of different bottlenecks yields inadequate guidance to the tuning effort, i.e., what to look at first, and also drives up the cost of instrumentation. Reporting only one or two bottlenecks, or failing to refine the bottlenecks to a detailed level, provides
less information than might reasonably be obtained through simple visualization. We investigated automatically setting the thresholds based on historical data.

We added new functionality to the Performance Consultant that allows hypothesis definitions to be custom defined, instead of built-in as they are in the standard Performance Consultant. We also added infrastructure to input search directives, and to write Paradyn session data to files. Since Paradyn’s front end is implemented using Tcl/Tk commands, we implemented these new features as Tcl commands, as detailed below.

- `shg setPriority hypothesisName focus [high|medium|low]`
  Specifies a priority level (see Section 5.3) for the specified hypothesis-focus pair.

- `whyAxis addHypo hypothesisName parent metric1 metric2 threshold comparisonOperator expandPolicy`
  Adds a new hypothesis with the specified name to Paradyn’s why axis. Parent is the name of the parent node on the whyAxis. The two metrics are used to calculate the value of the hypothesis using performance data for a specific focus. The resulting value is compared to a threshold via the comparison operator (>, <, or =). If specified, the expand policy dictates whether the search will continue by testing the same focus with the child of the current hypothesis, or the same hypothesis with the set of refinements to the current focus.

- `whyAxis addPrune resourceName hypothesisName`
  Specifies a part of the search space to ignore (see Section 5.3).

- `save data [global|phase|all] directoryName`
  Writes out the contents of all Paradyn time histograms to files created in the specified directory. The options shown dictate whether global data, phase-specific data, or both will be written.
• `save resources all dirName`

  Writes the where axis contents, a list of resources, to a file in the specified directory.

• `save shg [global|phase] dirName`

  Writes the data contained in the Performance Consultant’s search history graph to a file in the specified directory.

### 5.4 Experiments and Results

We performed a set of experiments to evaluate our introduction of prior knowledge into the Performance Consultant’s search. We investigated the effectiveness of adding pruning and priority directives to the Performance Consultant, by measuring and comparing the time to locate the application’s performance bottlenecks with the different methods. We also studied the advantages of using application-specific thresholds formulated using historical data, by measuring and comparing the number of bottlenecks successfully diagnosed and the number of locations instrumented to gather the needed data. Finally, we studied the use of pruning, prioritization, and generated thresholds in diagnosing different versions of the same application, to simulate the common practice of performance tuning successive versions of an implementation. We describe these experiments in more detail in the remainder of this chapter.

#### 5.4.1 Using Pruning and Priority Directives

We ran our enhanced version of the Performance Consultant on an MPI application that solves the 2-D Poisson problem[24], running on four nodes of an IBM SP/2. First we ran the PC on the application with no modifications, and saved the resource hierarchies, search history graph, and performance results. This run forms our base case and was allowed to run to
completion to identify the complete (100%) set of possible bottlenecks. Then we tested three variations of directed searching: first we generated only pruning directives, second only priorities, and third a combined version with both prunes and priorities. Identical search thresholds were used in all runs. In each experiment, we recorded the time each bottleneck was reported by the tool. The times we recorded are the timestamps assigned by Paradyn to the data, and reflect execution (elapsed) time. Since Paradyn performs dynamic instrumentation, the starting timestamp is determined by the instant of the instrumentation request, plus the time required to actually insert the instrumentation into the application code. Each conclusion about a performance hypothesis is reached only after data has been collected from the running application for a specified minimum time interval.

The results are reported in Table 1 and Figure 26. In Table 1, each row presents the time in seconds for the tool to locate the percentage of total bottlenecks specified in column 1, from 25% to 100% of the total. We were most interested in measuring the time to discover all the bottlenecks, since the more detailed level bottlenecks are particularly important and tend to be found later in the search. Because Paradyn reports results to the tool user as the application is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% B'necks Found</th>
<th>No Directives</th>
<th>Prunes Only</th>
<th>Priorities Only</th>
<th>Priorities &amp; All Prunes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Historic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>115.2</td>
<td>80.0 (-30.6%)</td>
<td>102.4</td>
<td>108.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>182.4</td>
<td>83.2 (-54.4%)</td>
<td>121.6</td>
<td>204.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>1011.2</td>
<td>140.8 (-86.1%)</td>
<td>169.6</td>
<td>281.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2611.2</td>
<td>169.4 (-93.5%)</td>
<td>236.8</td>
<td>470.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Time (in seconds) to Find all True Bottlenecks with Search Directives
running, we were also interested in seeing how quickly the tool would discover some or most of the bottlenecks. Column 2 of the table reports the time needed to find bottlenecks without any prior knowledge, which serves as the base case against which we are measuring our new techniques. The remaining columns list results for experiments of adding different types of search directives, as we describe in more detail below. In Figure 26 we graph percentage of true bottlenecks found versus time in seconds, using the full set of data points for each of four cases: no directives, prunes only, priorities only, and prunes and priorities combined.

![Figure 26: Percentage of True Bottlenecks found over time using different types of search directives.](image)

The first experiment investigated the performance advantages obtained using pruning directives. We used data from previous runs to generate a list of pruning directives. Then we ran Paradyn, providing the list of pruning directives as input to the modified Performance Con-
resultant. General prunes, such as pruning the /SyncObject hierarchy from all but synchronization-related hypotheses, are not specific to a particular application or environment. Historic prunes, such as pruning a specific function with low execution time, are formulated based on data gathered in one or more previous executions of the same application. We evaluated the effects of each of the two types of pruning; the results are listed in the “Prunes Only” column of Table 1. The use of general and historic pruning directives resulted in improvements in time to locate 100% of the bottlenecks of 91% and 82% respectively. We see a substantial improvement with either type of pruning, and note that in this case general prunes alone performed better than historic prunes alone. The ability to specify general prunes varies with the overall type of application. For example, since the application in this study was implemented using MPI version 1, which has a static process model, we could add a general prune to remove the process hierarchy, and that yielded good results. However, we would not be able to specify this general prune for other types of applications. The combination of general and historic yields the best results: comparing the subcolumns of “Prunes Only,” we see that it took 236.8 seconds to find 100% of the bottlenecks with general prunes, compared to 169.4 seconds with both type of prunes, an improvement of 28%. Combining the two types of pruning directives resulted in a reduction of 93.5% in time to locate all true bottlenecks compared to the “No Directives” case.

In the second experiment, we studied the effects of ordering the search for bottlenecks using priorities. We used historical data to generate priorities for each hypothesis/focus pair as outlined in Section 5.3. We expected that, compared to using the PC with no historical data, we would reduce the time required to find the major (true) bottlenecks. Priorities do not reduce the number of potential bottlenecks tested, they change the order in which the candidates are
tested. As shown in column 4 of Table 1, we obtained a reduction of 79% in time to locate all true bottlenecks. The improvement is more modest than the reduction of 93.5% we obtained using pruning directives. However, reordering the search does not introduce the possibility of missing bottlenecks, which is an important advantage to the method over using pruning directives.

In the final experiment, we tested a combination of prunes and priorities. Our goal was to improve on the time reduction obtained using only priorities, yet avoid the possibility of pruning important tests from the search. We included general pruning of redundant and irrelevant hierarchies, but did not include historic prunes for previously false hypothesis/focus pairs. This combined approach may result in some retesting of false nodes, however, it will never miss new behaviors due to pruning. We obtained a reduction of 94.4% from the base case for finding 100% of the true bottlenecks, which is a reduction of 22 seconds from the 169 seconds it took using pruning without priorities.

5.4.2 Using Thresholds Determined from Historical Data

We studied the behavior of the Performance Consultant while varying threshold values to determine the potential benefit of automatically setting thresholds based on historic data. Our application was the 2-D decomposition code from the previous section run on four nodes of an IBM SP/2. This sample application is strongly dominated by synchronization waiting time, which accounts for approximately 75% of the total execution time. 45% of the total execution time for all four processors is spent waiting in function \texttt{exchng2}, and 20% in function \texttt{main}. This waiting time is split between three message tags, 3/0, 3/1, and 3/-1 (27%, 19%, and 20% respec-
tively). Individual processes 3 and 4 are dominated by wait time (81% and 86%) and significant waiting also occurred in processes 1 and 2 (46% and 47%).

We investigated the quality of the PC’s diagnosis by checking for the number of these areas reported as bottlenecks, either individually (e.g., function main) or in combination (e.g., message tag 3/0 for function main). Full results are shown in Table 2. When a threshold setting greater than 10% was used, bottlenecks we previously determined to be significant were not reported by the PC. When the threshold was set to 12% the tool reported close to the full set of bottlenecks; the default Paradyn setting of 20%, in contrast, resulted in 7 of the 26 bottlenecks being missed. The third column shows how much instrumentation was used to diagnose the program run. Setting the threshold to 12% (shaded) yields good results and also uses noticeably less instrumentation than a setting of 10% or 5%. The final column shows an efficiency metric determined by dividing the number of bottlenecks found by the number of hypothesis/pairs tested. Efficiency decreases with thresholds below 12%, an indication that lowering the threshold below 12% increases the amount of instrumentation but does not improve the result.

In earlier studies, we found similar results for an ocean circulation modeling code using PVM, running on SUN SPARCstations. We found an optimal synchronization threshold at 20%, from a starting point of 30% (which yielded an incomplete diagnosis). Efficiency decreased below 20%, for example the number of metric-focus pairs instrumented was 326 for 20% and jumped to 373 for 10%. The useful threshold in this case differs from that found for the MPI application, showing the advantage of application-specific historical performance data.
We studied the use of historical performance data in the situation where the application has been revised over time. While tuning an application, a developer repeats through a cycle of profile-analyze-change. We performed a series of performance diagnoses using different versions of an MPI application on the IBM SP/2. The application implements an iterative Poisson function decomposition. We used several of the different versions of the implementation presented by Gropp et al.\cite{Gropp:1996:MPI}. In each step of the study, we used results from previous runs of the Performance Consultant to direct subsequent PC runs. There were four versions of the application: Version A is a 1-dimensional version that uses blocking send and receive operators; Version B is a non-blocking 1-dimensional version; Version C performs a 2-dimensional decomposition; and Version D runs the same code as Version C across 8 nodes (all others run on 4 nodes). We changed all versions to compute a fixed number of iterations, rather than stopping as soon as a solution is reached. The complete set of results for the study is contained in Table 3, and the results are presented graphically in Figure 27.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synchronization Bottleneck Threshold Setting (% of total execution time)</th>
<th>Number of Bottlenecks Reported by the Performance Consultant</th>
<th>Total Number of Hypothesis/Focus Pairs Tested</th>
<th>Efficiency (Bottlenecks Found Per Pair Tested)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14%</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Bottlenecks Found with Varying Threshold Values. Number of bottlenecks reported are rounded, averaged values calculated from three repeated tests. Row 4 (shaded) is a crossover point for efficiency: increasing the number of pairs tested beyond 85 does not yield any significant gain in results.
We started by running the Performance Consultant on Version A without search directives, which we denote $A_{\text{none}}$, resulting in a time to locate true bottlenecks of 2272 seconds. Next, we repeated the diagnosis of version A, this time including general prune and priority directives generated from the previous execution. This run, $A_A$, showed a decrease in the diagnosis time by approximately 92%.

Next we examined $B_A$, Version B using search directives extracted from runs of Version A, and found a 98% improvement in diagnosis time over the original base case that used no directives. We continued for Versions C and D, each time running the Performance Consultant with search directives extracted from each individual prior run.
After each run of the Performance Consultant, we use the resulting search history graph and the program’s resource hierarchies to generate search directives to be used in subsequent runs. We added new functionality to the Performance Consultant to map focus names found in these directives onto names valid in the current environment (see Section for a more detailed discussion of this mapping). For these tests mapping was implemented as a set of directives of the form “map resourceName1 resourceName2” specified by the user in an input file. After starting Paradyn, we applied the specified mappings to the list of extracted search directives, then read the directives into the Performance Consultant. For increased efficiency, we applied specified pruning directives, if any, to the resulting list of search directives before we read it into the Performance Consultant.

For the tests described in this section, we mapped each pair of machine resources so that search directives generated in one run could be meaningfully used to refer to machine resources discovered in a subsequent run. We also mapped functions and modules between the different code versions, since the names had been changed for the different code versions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Version</th>
<th>Source of Search Directives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Time (in seconds) to complete diagnosis with search directives from different application versions. Some times reported are median values for several runs. Standard Deviations ranged from 3 to 17 seconds. Each row contains the data for a particular application version, A through D. Each column contains the data for a particular source of the search directives used with the Performance Consultant. For example, the cell found at row “C” and column “B” contains the time to diagnose C using directives from a previous run of B. Time relative to the base version (column “None”) is shown in parentheses.
Figure 28 shows resource hierarchies combined using the Structural Difference Operator for two versions of the application, Versions A and B. Each resource is tagged with execution identifier 1, 2, or 3 if the resource is found in Version A, Version B, or both, respectively.

![Diagram of resource hierarchies]

**Figure 28: Mappings for Versions A and B.** On the left we show the execution map for Versions A and B of the Poisson decomposition application, with the Code hierarchy expanded. Each resource is tagged with an execution identifier: resources unique to version A are labeled with “1,” those unique to version B are labeled with “2,” and those common to both are labeled with “3.” We map unique nodes which refer to code that was modified between versions, including a change of name. The mapping directives we used are shown on the right.

Resources unique to one execution are candidates for mapping. For example, the module containing function main is named “oned.f” in Version A, and “onednb.f” in Version B. We mapped these two resources, `/Code/oned.f` and `/Code/onednb.f`, so that search directives extracted from runs of A could be used in diagnosing runs of B. The full set of mappings we used in this example is shown to the right of the resource hierarchies. Our mapping functionality is currently restricted to one-to-one mappings, so for example when we mapped machine names between the 4 and 8 node runs, the result was a set of search directives including 4 of the total...
of 8 machine nodes. This is seen in the bottom row of Table 3 as longer times required to
reach a diagnosis due to a less complete set of search directives for the 8 node machine.

In every case we tested, adding historical knowledge to the Performance Consultant greatly
improved its ability to quickly diagnose performance bottlenecks: diagnosis time was reduced
a minimum of 75% in all executions using historical knowledge.

In Table 3, each row represents the version of the application currently being diagnosed.
Each column represents the source from which we extracted the search directives used. The
first column contains the time to reach a diagnosis using no search directives, and subsequent
columns contain the time to reach a diagnosis using search directives from different sources.
We used dedicated machine time and therefore saw relatively low variability in run time for
repeated executions of the same version.

After completing the test runs, we analyzed the Performance Consultant behavior to deter-
mine how it was affected by the search directives we added. First we examined the effects of
using search directives from the base run of A, A\textsubscript{none}, to diagnose a second run of A, A\textsubscript{A}. 81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Setting</th>
<th>A only</th>
<th>B only</th>
<th>C only</th>
<th>A, B only</th>
<th>A, C only</th>
<th>B, C only</th>
<th>A, B, C</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Similarity of Extracted Priorities Across Code Versions. We show here the number of priority
directives extracted from the base runs A\textsubscript{none}, B\textsubscript{none}, and C\textsubscript{none}. The first row includes only directives that
assign a high priority, the second includes only directives that assign a low priority, and the bottom column
shows the combined total. Each column represents the source(s) of the priority directives: A\textsubscript{none}, B\textsubscript{none},
C\textsubscript{none}, or some combination of these. For example, of the total 107 different high priority directives, 16
were unique to version A and 46 were common to versions A, B, and C.

hypothesis/focus pairs tested true in A\textsubscript{A}, resulting in 81 search directives that set priority to
high. In \( A_B \), a total of 103 hypothesis/focus pairs tested true. 78 were pairs that tested true in \( A_A \) (and were included in the 81 search directives); of the remaining 25, 3 had been set to low priority, 6 were intermediate level nodes not tested in \( A_A \), and the remaining 16 were more detailed/refined answers not tested in \( A_A \) due to cost limits. In this case, using search directives resulted in a more detailed diagnosis than could be performed without the directives.

Although we had anticipated search directives from different versions would not be as effective as search directives from the same version, we saw only small differences in most cases. In fact, we were surprised to see that run \( C_C \) performed more poorly than either \( C_A \) or \( C_B \). We analyzed some of the data more closely to account for this. We examined the sets of search directives extracted from runs \( A_{\text{none}} \), \( B_{\text{none}} \), and \( C_{\text{none}} \) to see how they differed. As shown in Table 4, of the 388 total priority directives, 138 (36%) were common across all three sets of directives, 160 (41%) were unique to a single set, and the remaining 90 (23%) occurred in two out of three sets. Of the 107 total high priority directives, 46 (43%) were common to all three, 32 (30%) were unique to one, and the remaining 29 (27%) were common to two. We noticed that most of the differences involved more detailed focuses, for example, in run \( C_{\text{none}} \) the Performance Consultant found the bottleneck for function \textit{exchng} across all nodes, however it failed to refine this to a particular message tag, as it did in run \( A_{\text{none}} \), and found only half as many particular node/message tag combinations as it did in run \( A_{\text{none}} \). The tool also found fewer true bottlenecks in run \( C_{\text{none}} \): 67 as compared to 81 found in run \( A_{\text{none}} \) and 68 found in run \( B_{\text{none}} \).

We also examined the diagnoses obtained in runs \( C_A \), \( C_B \), and \( C_C \). The bottlenecks found did not vary significantly between these runs. Of 115 total bottlenecks diagnosed as true by the Performance Consultant in any of these runs, 113 were common across all three, and the
remaining 3 were common to two of the three. So despite the differences in the time it took to reach the diagnosis, the Performance Consultant yielded similar answers in all three cases.

For this example, despite modifications to the communications primitives (blocking or non-blocking), and modifications to the algorithm (1-dimensional or 2-dimensional decomposition), the bottleneck locations remained the same. Although total synchronization time and total execution time varied between versions, the set of resources responsible for the time was similar.

We also investigated using results from multiple previous runs to guide the current run. We looked at two different approaches to combining search directives from different versions: $A \cap B$ sets to a high/low priority only those hypothesis/focus pairs that tested true/false in both Versions A and B. $A \cup B$ sets to a high priority those hypothesis/focus pairs that tested true in either A or B, and sets to low priority those hypothesis/focus pairs which tested false in either version and did not test true in A or B. We used the resulting set of directives to diagnose Version C. In this particular example, the lists of priorities that result from the two methods of combination have 59 common directives, with 38 additional directives unique to $A \cup B$. The resulting diagnosis times were 176 seconds for $A \cup B$ and 179 seconds for $A \cap B$. This difference is too small for us to conclude the superiority of one combination method over the other. Which performs better is related to the similarity of the sets of directives generated using data from runs A and B, not the similarity in code or platform of the versions.

5.5 Discussion and Conclusions

We have described a new approach to automated performance diagnosis that incorporates knowledge from previous runs of the same application. The result is a performance tool that
learns from each diagnostic program run, adapting its search strategy to obtain more useful diagnoses more quickly. We show performance gains of up to 98% obtained by incorporating historical knowledge into the Performance Consultant’s search strategy. The results presented demonstrate the utility of our approach for repeated performance diagnosis of similar program runs, a common scenario when tuning parallel applications. The improvements achieved show that our new approach to gathering and storing historical application data can be successfully applied to the problem of automating performance diagnosis.
Chapter 6

Summary and Directions for Future Research

6.1 Dissertation Summary

Developing efficient parallel programs is a challenging and time consuming task. Despite advances over the past decade in compiler and tool technology, tuning a parallel code for a particular platform generally takes weeks or months of the time of specialists. Furthermore, most major laboratories aggressively replace their machines with newer models to gain the advantage of processor speed increases. This situation creates an opportunity for a tool that would simplify the process of parallel performance tuning large-scale scientific applications. Improvements in the ability of a tool to provide meaningful, focused feedback to a programmer tuning a code may result in a better implementation, and that leads to savings in machine time, more detailed simulation results, or both. In this dissertation, we have presented a new approach for parallel performance tools that directly addresses the key observations that the tuning process itself is inherently repetitive, and involves more than one program execution. Our thesis is that the scientific experiment management paradigm is a useful approach for parallel performance tools. Incorporation of data from multiple program executions together with
the ability to meaningfully and practically navigate the data is a useful approach in common
tasks related to parallel performance: porting applications, tuning for a particular platform,
comparing versions of a code under development, and investigating scalability behavior.

The major contributions of this thesis are:

• the Program Space, a flexible and extensible representation for a complete multi-dimen-
sional space of program runs;

• a set of mechanisms for quantitatively and automatically comparing two or more program
  runs, in terms of both structure and performance;

• a demonstration of the use of the Program Space and our program comparison methods
  with large scale parallel applications under development and in use; and

• results of a study of the incorporation of historical data contained in the Program Space
  into automated performance diagnosis, in which we demonstrated performance improve-
  ments of up to 98% in the time needed for the tool to completely diagnose a parallel appli-
cation.

6.2 Directions for Future Research

Many interesting research ideas emerged during the course of the work described in this dis-
sertation. Here we discuss interesting potential avenues of exploration and describe some of
our ongoing work.

Work outside of the scope of this dissertation and already in progress is extending this
research in several directions. A prototype currently under development incorporates the
DEVise visualization tool [48] to allow a rich variety of visualizations to be used for navigat-
ing performance data, and includes the results of user interface research into techniques for displaying the contents of the Program Space.

We are continuing to research additional approaches to resource mapping. The goal is to automate the mapping to the furthest extent possible, while continuing to allow user-specified mappings. We have demonstrated resource mapping performed at the start of each new execution, and further study is warranted to extend this approach to cover cases in which new resources are discovered later in an application run. Future work might explore using richer resource descriptions to enable more semantically meaningful mappings to be performed automatically.

The prototype implementation can be usefully extended to include performance data gathered with a variety of monitoring and predictive tools. The techniques we have developed can be used to compare an actual execution with a predicted or desired performance measure for the application. Incorporation of data from performance predictions or performance models into the Program Space would add significantly to the utility of our tool. Uses for this include performance tuning efforts, automated scalability studies, and performance model validation studies.

In addition to its application to cross-execution studies, comparison-based performance analysis can be used to compare distinct time intervals of a single program execution. The ability to name, lookup, examine, and compare performance results from different time intervals within one program execution has many direct applications. Both the environment and the code may vary during the course of a single program run. In the range of computational models now available, especially the more dynamic environments of the near future, processes may be created, destroyed, migrated [11]; communication patterns and use of distributed
shared memory may be optimized [62]; data values or code may be changed by a steering adjustment [25,46]; or loop behavior may change as matrix distribution changes over the course of the computation [14].

We plan to investigate the incorporation of an experiment launching mechanism into a prototype implementation, to allow completely automated performance diagnosis that may involve more than one program execution. Experiment launching is a feature found in the scientific experiment management systems that we examined; we believe that this technique could be usefully incorporated into the parallel performance tuning environment, allowing us to incorporate approaches such as design of experiments into our tool.

One of the goals of our approach is comparison, and a metric that describes how much performance has changed would be useful. We briefly examined approaches to a performance distance metric: a Euclidean distance, and a weighted average of performance result values. The goal is a quantitative measure of how much performance differs between two or more executions as a whole, that can be used to weigh or rank performance bottlenecks. More detailed study with actual examples of different types of parallel applications must be carried out to determine which approaches will be useful here.
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